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By letter of 23 Decsnber 1977 the President of the Council of the

European Communities reguested the European Parliament to deliver an opinion

on thc couuunication from the Commtsgion of the European Communitieg to the

Council (Doc. COM(77\542 finat) on the reorganization of the shipbuilding

industrY.

On 16 January 1978 the European Parliament referred this proposal to

the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs as the Committee responsible

and to the Committee on Budgets, the comnittee on Social Affairs, Employment

and Education and the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and

Transport for their oPinions'

On 25 January 1978 the committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
appointed !'rr Prescott raPPorteur.

It considered this proposal at its meetings of 19 April, 16 May and

19 June L974.

At its meeting of 19 June 1978 the Committee decided that the report
should be an interim report and adopted the motion for a resolution with

9 votee in favour, I vote against, and 4 abstentions.

Present: Mr Notenboomn vice-chairman
1

rapporteur'; Mr Ansquer, Lord Ardwick, Mr

Mr de Keersmaeker, Mr EIIis, Mr Haase, Mr

I{r NormEnton, Mr Nyborg, Mr Rlpamontl and

and acting chairman, I'[r Prescott,
Christensen, I,tr Dankert,
Lange, Mr MUller-Hermann,

Hr Starke.

The opinions of the Committee on Budgets, t}re Committee on Social

Affairs, Employment and Education and the Committee on Regional Policy,

Regional Planning and Transport are attached'

1 
^{tof

Prescott, the raPPorteur,
the discussion and did not

was present but had to leave before the end
participate in the vote.
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The committee on Economic and Mon€tary Affalrs hereby submits to the

European Parliament the following motion for a resolution, together with

explanatory 6tatement :

MOTION FOR A RESOI.I'TION

embodying the opinion of the European Parliam€nt on the communication from

thc commiseion of the European communlties to the council on the reorgani-

zation of the Communlty ehipbuilding lnduatry

The European Parliam€nt,

-havingregardtothecommunicationfromtheCommigsionoftheEuropean
Comm:nities to the Councill'

- having been consulted by the Council (Doc' 47L/7'l) '

- arrrare of the seriougness of the eituatlon in the communlty shipbuilding

industrY,

-havingregardtothelnterimreportofthecommitteeonEconomicand
Monetary Affairs and the opinlons of the commlttee on Budgets, thc

committee on soclal Affaire, Employmant and Education and th€ corunittee

on ReglonaI Policy, Regional Plannlng and TranBport (Doc. L82/78),

l.WelcomesthefactthattheComrnieaionhasprociucedproposalstobcgin
to deal with the problems facing the comrmrnir-y's shipbuirding induetryi

2.AppreciatesthatthecrlsisintheComrunityshipbuildingindustryis
caused amongst other things bY:

(a)theslumpinworldtradeandthelov.,communityandinternational
economic Arovrth;

(b) the considerable amount of aurplus shipping;

(c) the abnormally lorr pricee charged by the ehipyards of certain

countriee;

(d)conelderabl-egrovlthlnehipbulldingcapacitytomeetexport
Product ion;

(e)theconglderablestatcsubeldieswhiehhavebeengiventothe
shiPbuilding induetrY;

1 0,J tlr:. c L() , 'l 2 -l .1g78 , P. 5
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4.

C

6.

7.

trccognizes that adlrrstment- to a reduced world demand wilI require

internationai and Communrty agreements ncceseitating a uniform Community

a pproaeh ;

FeeIs nevertheless that the Commlstion'e propoaalg for reorganlzation
are aa yet insufficiently det,ailed insofar as redundancies, caPital
requirements and asseBsments of reduction in capacity are concernadi

Strerses moreover that the figure of 2.4m cgrt taken by the Commission

as the likely level of tonnage to be built in Community shipyards in

-1980 should not be considered a target, figure for the following reasons:

(a) it is out of date, being based on an hypoEhesis made in October L976

regarding the volume of new orders whlch in the light of subaeguent

developmentg nccds to be revLEcd;

(b) it impliee Ehat world activity in 1980 will be split into three
egual partss between Japan, the AWES countriee (Western Europe) and

the rest of the world, whtch would imply aqreements both with Japan

and with oEher countries to lirnit tsheir product,ion, agreements

which, as the Commission admlts, are unlikely to be reached;

(c) even were the figure to be roughly accurate, 'rrith the EEC countries
maintaining their traditional share of Western European shipbuilding,
it would be foolish to try to shape the Community shipbuilding
industry to a level of demand which is certain to increase during
the 1980s.

suggests that the Commission ehould study anci promote the adoption both

inside the community and at international level of measures which could

increase world demand both for new ships and for modifications to exist-
ing shipe such ae Ecrap and bulld policiee, better means of avoiding
maritlme pollution, and higher Bafety atandards;

Reallzes that EEC ahipyards muet be reorganized with inevitably some

reduction in capacity, this being necessary in view of the need to
increaee efficiency and specialization, to take into account publie
orders, and to match the lower amount of world orders they are likely
to obtain;

-6- I,Ii 53.555/f tn.



it. P<,irrEs ouL LiaE guch a rerluctiOn cannot Eake the fOrm Of an acrOss the

boarrl cutlack f.or aII yar<le, there being a certain size and miX of pro-

ducEion neccasary fOr optimum effici€DClr and regrets the lack of any

analysis in the Commission's document which could indicate a more

efficlent way of achieving thla aim; suggesEs thaE the Commission should

also take into account here, aPart from regional and social factors,

recent production trends in the different Member Stat,es as weII as the

division between production for the home market and production for
exPOrt t

9. Considers that price can only continue to fulfil itE function of reEu-

Iating the market if

(a) a worldwide balance ie also eought between aupply and demand,

(b) Community producers can compGte from the outset on more or less

even terms with third-country producers,

(c) the aids required to thia end are harmonized within the Corffnunity.

10. Welcomee the fact that the Commlaslon ln its communication devotee a

comparatively large amount of attention Eo the social aspects and, not

Ieast, the empLoyment aepects of the industry's problems;

Regrets, however, that, the Commissionts only response to the major

challenge which the disastrous effects on emplolment rePresent ie to
put forward general proposals for the retraining and redeployment of
workers i

Considers that much better statistical data will be needed than those

provided by the Commission in order to ascertain the age distribution
and qualifications of those affected, with a view to determining

realistically the possibilities for the early retirement of workers or

their retraining;

Bo}levee, aIso, that in order to aaeess the practical possibilities for
effoctive actlon, statlgt,ical data murt be coliocted on thc consoquenceo

of the proposed roorganization for subcontractors eupplying t,he ship-
building industry and on the chancee of creating new jobs within the

ship repair industry;

L4. proposes that consideration should be given to the possibility of con-

cluding readaptation agreements for workers in the shipbuilding industry,
by anatcgy with the provisions of the ECSC Treaty. This would make

possible, inter alia:

II.

L2.

I3.

-7- L'!', ()1 .t)1,/f jt).



t.h.r payment crf t,i<leovcr allowances so t,hat, unemployed workers could
r:rrEa i-n Lhoir f ull pcry while waltlng for a now iob;

t-lt(r IJ,.Jymonl: rrf "rII(lwarrc:o,r t() componaat6 urork,rrs ,'or Loss of rrrf,,Jtrfl,

Lo cover renroval expenoes, trainlng and regralning cosEs and to
facilitate early retirement;

15. Regrets that the Commission has rnade no reference to national redundancy
schemes in the shipbuilding sect,or, which wiIl affect the relevance and
the cost of the Commission proposals;

16. cannot make any meaningful assessment of the fj.nancial consequences of
the proposals as only the moat general lnformation has been provided;
regrets that the Commission has not provided even a tentative breakdown
between capital and current expendlture or between the Community budget,
nat,ional budgets and private investmenti

not
the

L7 Believee that any Community eupport in this sect,or should
a reduction in finance available f,or ot,her sectors within
funds. such as the European Regional and Social Funds;

Iead to
existing

18. Regards it, as essent,ial that the Regionar Fund arrocations and in
particular the proposed "hors-quota" gection of the Fund Lake fu1ly
into account the developments in the shipbuirding industry;

19. Believes that the Commission should submit new proposals accomlnnied by
realistic financial estimates, taking full account of the regional and

social factors involved;

20. Draws attention to the Eerious impact there would be on particular
regions of Ehe Community, often already economically depressed, a fact
which the Commlssion communication does not analyse, and which makes

it,s proposals for alternat,ive employment seem rather unrealistic;

2L. Stresses yet, again the need for a maritime polS.cy t.o embrace the int-er-
dependent sectors of shipping, shipbuilding and repairing and trade
policy, a need not met by the Commission proposals;

22. Points out, that the Community is taking action in these other sectors
by negot.rating trade agreements and, as far as shipping is concerned,
envisaging action to protect Community fieets from undercutt.ing by the
expanding fleets of the Comecon countries and, it is to be hoped, action
to deal with the growing menace of flags of convenience;

-8- LtJl',, ri -i .'>.s'-, / I irt .



23,

24.

Concldara that lf no lntcrnatlonal agrcenwnt on chipbnrilding orders ia
reaehed, thc eomrrunlty wlll heve to rcvl;w itg wholc ahipbutlding
pol icy I

ExPresoes eerioue dorbte about llmltlng the mcmberehip of the propoaed

Shlpbttilding Commlttce to clvll aervantB, coneldering that r€pr6s€nta-
tivee of the unlone and manag€mcnt involved ehorrld aleo take part;

25. Instructs its Preeidcnt to forward thie resolution to the Council and

Commlssion and the governments and Parliam€ntg of the Member States.

()_ Pli rt J .'t\F, / 1 Ln .
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

Jx.TBADUeti.gN

In view of the calls they have made'ih the past for a structurat policy
for the shipbuilding industryl, the Committee on Economic and Monetany

Affairs welcome the fact that the Commission has produced proposals as a

fj.rst step towards reorganisation of this sector. The rapporteur, in the
course of preparing this report, has had discussions with the Association

2
of west European ShipbuiId"r.', the EEc Shipbuilders' Linking committee-,
certain national shipbuilding organisations, representatives of the unions
ccncerned, and representatives of the Japanese industry. The organisations
within :he EEC also welcomed the fact that the Commission was preparing a

Cornrnunity poiicy for this sector, though they expressed considerable reserva-
tlons about certain parts of the Commission document. which are mentioned
below.

The rapporteur prepared a working document in March, which was discussed
by the Comrnittee, in which he put various questions to the Commission on

sub3ects where he felt the communication was insufficiently detailed; such

answers as have been received from t,he Commission are incorporated in the
analysj,s below.

THE PRESENT CRISIS

Tlre Commission communication begins with an analysis of the present
crisrs in the shipbuilding indust,ry which, it says, results from a world-
wide structural imbalance between production capacity and demand. It would
serve no purpose to repeat the details of the analysis given by the
Commj-ssion, concerning the faII in the EEC share of vrorld shipbuilding, the
pattern of world demand up to the present, fleet sizes,etc., hrith which the
Ccrnmittee would have no argument, having, indeed, already reported on the
critical situation a year ago in their report on the Community shipping

4industry'. It should be noted that many of the problems facing the shipping

Most recently in their report on the proposal for a fourth directive on
aid to shipbuilding (Ooc. 465/77), rapporteur John prescott

Made up of nationar shipbuirding organisations from cermany, France, uK,
ItaIy, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, Ireland, Norway, Sweden,
Fin1and, Spain and Portugal

3 Th. Community members of the Rssocialien.,g€*West European Shipbuilders
* oo.. 47g/76, rapporteur John Prescott

-10 - PE 53.555"/ f in.



and shipburlding sectors are Lreatecl rn depth:n this reporE and such

analysis therefore is not repeated rn the present document.

The Commiss:.on st:atement that "although production facilities in some

I"lember States have been modernised, Conlmunrty shipbuilding rs handicapped

by unsuitable strurctures and by rrncompetitrve operating costs" 1is

important not just for the attention it draws to the need to modernise the
Community industry, but in t.hat it indicates that the shipyards in some

Member States wilI need Iess modernisation tnan those in others.

The Commissron considers that overcapacity would probably have occurred
even withoui the oil and economic crises. t\rew shipbuilding industries have

grown up in several countries, not-abliz Soucii Korea, Taiwan and BraziI (tl-re

Japanese industry has expanded greally), and therr undercuttrng on price
and the growth in shiplrrilding capar:ici.' procrucirrg for export,in these and

other countries, has caused the r'i isjs in the Conrrunrty shipbuildinq
indus try.

THE OUTLOOK

ft is when the (lontmission passes from anallzsrng past trends to fore-
casting future ones t-Lrat it is, rne.".'..r1;ly, on shaky ground. The different
variables, world tr:ade, inflati-on, anC arowth are increasingly unpr:edict-
able. For example, the projection r:f che figure of 2.4 million cArt
referred to rn the Comnission conrnrrrnrcat-Lo1l as t-he estimated l,'EC rnarket

share of world shipbuilding in l9tl0 was wi<lely crj-ticised by the industry's
representatives- The inrport-ance whicir should be attached to this figure is
not made clear rn the,l.rmmission dr>r:unent,.riricir says that if the rest of
the world's production remains conslant, and Japarrese and the AWES countries
divide equally the remaj,ning prociuctlon, while the Commurrity retains its
share of 60% of AWES product-ion, orr t'.r. -l.rasis of production forecasts made

by AWES experts, Comrnunity yards could he d:, l:rzertug bl, t9B0 2.4 nrillion
cgrt compared with 4.4 million c:grt-. rn l-975- Conmunity production would

therefore have fallen,by 46%, wl'rj. le Lotal world production feII only 4O%.2

These AWES "product.ion lorecasLs", nowever, must be treated with cir-
cumspection. In an AWES assessment of the world stripbuilding situation in
the late '70s arrd early'80s whj-ch was nrade in October 1976, a forecast
activity curve was indeed given wrth a "floor" Ievel rn I979/aO of

Doc. 47I/77, page 2

2 oo. . 47I/71, page 5
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12 million cgrt. Ho\"rever, t.his world figure was based on two hypotheses

made by the AWES regarding the vol-ume of possible additional cancellations

of tankers in view of the high level of orders on the books and regarding

the volume of new orders which would be placed between I.1.76 and mid-1979

for delivery before 31.12.80. Not only is this forecast in need of some

revision (for example, the real volume of cart orders booked between the

beginning of 1976rand 1.10.77 was, on a yearly average, about double the

theoretical needs ) - it nou, seems that the "trough" will come in 1981/82

rather than in LgTg/8O - but to pass from the global figure of L2 million
cgrt to a Community one of 2.4 million cgrt requires furLher hypotheses

which are, on the face of it, by no means realistic-

It requires that world activity in 1980 should be split into three

roughly equal parts between the AWES countries, JaPan, and the rest of the

world, and that, further, the Community should maintain its average share

of the AWES part of 4 mitlion cgrt, to wit 2.4 million cart. Now the

former of these hypotheses is exceedingly unlikely to be fuIfilled - for
two reasons: new shipbuilding countries are continuing to expand their
capacity and output,and are certain to try (and probably succeed) to expand

their present share of world output, and Japan does not seem to be about to

reach any agreement (and an agreement would be necessary) to limit its share

of the remaining available orders. Evidence of limits imposed by ,fapan in
other areas of production does not lead one to believe that they would be

able in any case to fully implement such an agreement-

ft seems that the Commission intends merely to indicate what level of
production Community shipyards might hope to achieve at this Iow point in
world demand and has found it necessary to base their forecast upon certain
concrete premises, however unrealistic. ft may first of all be reproached,

therefore, for not making its premises clear, and gecondly for over-

emphasising the importance of this figure. Its importance is over-

emphasised in that the Commission is basically saying that the capacity of
Community shipyards must be cut back, and the only figure one can find in
the document which might be the figure they were to be cut back to is this
figure of 2.4 million cArt.

This said, it must be admitted that most outside sources agree that
the figure of \2 million cArt for world demand is fairly realistic; a! the

Iow point, whether it come in L980 or 1982, world demand is unlikely to be

higher than this and may well be somewhat lower. 2.4 million cgrt for the

I
Source: EEC Shipbuilders' Linking committee

-L2 PE 53.555 /fin.



Community therefore is an optimistic assessment and in a sense is the maxi-
mum it could hope to achieve (the question of how it might be achieved is
considered below). However, one should not jump from this figure as a fore-
cast to this figure as a target and conclude that shipbuilding capacity in
the EEC should be cut back to a level where this could be produced with a

minimal underutilisation of resources.

ft may be useful to indicate here the significance of the concept of
compensated gross registered tons. This measure takes account of the amount

of shipyard work required to produce each gross registered ton, and is based
on the building of a general cargo ship. That is to say that if a country
produced only general cargo ships, its tonnagc produced measured in cgrL
would be the same as measured in grt. If it produccd only tankers and bulk
carriers, where the amount of work per gross registered ton is lower than
for general cargo ships, its tonnage produced measured in cart would be Iower
than measured in grt. The converse would be the case if it produced mainly
very sophisticated vessels.

The Commission communication includes (on page 5) a table, reproduced
below giving forecasts for production in 1978. It can be seen from com-

paring the cArt figures with the grt ones that Japan and to a lesser extent
the EEC devoted a higher proportion of their production to simpler ships
(especially tankers) than the 'Rest of the World' (which includes the United
St.ates and thc Comecon counhries, as we l-1 as Sorrth I(ort--a, 'I;riwan, ltr;rzi I ,

el-r:. ) .

1975 PRODUCTION AND I9BO PRODUCTTON EORECAST

(BASED oN FoRESEEABLE DEMAND)

r97 5
grt cgrt

I 980
grt cgrt

EEC

Rest of AWES

AUJES

Japan

Rest of the World

TotaI, World

7.A

5.3

13.1

17 .0
4.2

34.3

4.4
3.2
7.6
7.7
4.2

19. 5 to.4

2.4

1.5

3.9
3.9
4.0

11. B
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The blank third column would seem to indicate that it is uncertain what
type of ships will be produced in which area, but it is clear from comparing
the total world figures for 1980 that the main fall in demand wiII be for
the simpler ships. rt is quite likery t,hat given this trend,the tonnage
which might be built in EEC yards would be around or below 2.4 million grt.
As compared with the 1975 grt figure,of 7.8 milrion grt, this would be a

reduction of about 70%, it, is not realistic to assume that, politically,
such a policy could be implement,ed. Some cutback must take place, however,
so it would be a tragic mistake to allow the whole argument to hang on this
figure.

World trade and the structure of fleets

Future dernand for shipcuilding work clearly depends on the demand for
shipping services, which in turn depends on world trade patterns. The rap-
Porteur felt that insufficient detail on this was given in the Commission
communication and the Commission has provided further information at his
request. The table opposite illustrates the present pattern of world trade,
showing what is carried by sea, and by whom. The volume of dry cargoes is
increasing and it seems as though it will soon outstrip that of petroleum
products.

As regards EEc shipping, a breakdown of tonnages by flags is given in
the three tabres overreaf (pages L6/Lg). rt shourd be noted that these
tabres exclude the cargoes of shipping using frags of convenience,as no
reriabre information on these cargoes is avairable. whire this is
virtually insignificant as far as bulk and general cargo tonnages are con-
cerned, the tanker tonnage figures must be regarded as somewhat inaccurate.

-L4- PE 53 .555/tin-



Ira/c/2
25.4.79?A

INTERN}TIONA:L I.IARITIUE TRANSPORT 1975-1975

for€ign trade in goods _ cargoes loaaled anat unloaateat accoriling to type
MillionE of rons (Source: UN Monthly Bullerin of sratistics _ January ]97a)

L975 t97 6

LOADED UNLOADED LOADED UNLOADED

Petro- Drv TorAL T:::"- ?ttt - Petro- Dry TorAL Petro- Dry TorArleum "-igo"" leum 
""igo"" 

TorAr i"r. cargoes reum cargoes
Uarket economy

I atevelopeil

F countries I43 891 1,034 1,333 1,025 2,35A t43 935 t,Olg t,272 !,22o 2,492ur EURopE
I

105 2aa 393 727 505 t,232 106 303 4og 636 640 L,276
ltarke! economy
developins
countries \,4L6 434 I,A5O 296 2AO 576 L.564 5O2 2,066 3OZ 298 605
Planned

countries 85 103 1aa 31 9l LZ2 90 f1B ZOA 35 ror 136
IoRLD TOTAI 1,644 t.42A 3,072 L,66O 1,396 3,056 1.797 1,555 3,352 L,674 I,619 3,233
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EMPLOYM ENT GENERAL CARGO TONNAGE IN IRA

EEC RANGE AS MIO OF 1976
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The only forecasts which Lhe Conunission lr.r:; m<1de l-or ()vLtrat. I world
trade extend to 1985 and are based on GNP growth estimates. Taking estimat,es
of the annual average growth rate of GNP as a basis, the figures arrived at,

for the annual average growth of trade are as follows:

GNP annual average growth rate 1977-1985

Estimate

Low Hiqh

4% 5.5%

4% 5.5%

3.5% 5%

- World

- Community ..

Annual average growth of trade
- World 5.5% 8%

6% e.s%- Outside the Community

The latest OECD forecasts for economic Arowth and grohrth in trade sug-
gest that even the low estimates in the above table may be too optimistic.

The trend is for the primary industries, which are the main users of
transport capacity (iron and steel, oil refineries, non-ferrous metals, etc.),
to be re-Iocated closer to their sources of raw materials. An increasing
proportion of these raw materials will be processed in their country of
origin, avoiding shipment elsewhere. on the other hand, the volume of
shipments of manufactured goods, i.e. semi-finished or finished products,
will increase. It is therefore like1y that in the long term general cargo
tonnages wirl remain unchanged, whire liguid or dry burk cargoes wilr
diminish.

If the trend towards protection is maintained, there will clearly be
an effect on trade, particularly in manufactured goods, and therefore an

adverse effect on any growth in demand for sea transport.

As far as the Community's fleets are concerned, it is clear from the
foregoing that it will be necessary to adapt to more speciarised cargo
vessels, e.g. to container ships and tighters, carriers of refined products,
methane carriers, etc., and t,o reduce the number of burk cargo vessels.

Some adaptation of Lhe structure of the Community's fleet is inevitable
in view of the anticipated changes in the pattern of world maritime trade
and the fact that new countries are engaging in maritime shipping. The
tendency in the Community will therefore be to build expensive and tech-
nologically advanced ships which are capable of meeting the specialised
shipping needs of the industrialised countries.
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The Community's shipbuilding industry generally seems well equipped to
adapt production to demand, for it not only has sufficient production flexi-
bility but also the capacity to adapt to change. This adaptability is pri-
marily due to the expertise of the industry's technical and general personnel,

which is widely regarded as being of a high standard. Technical considera-
tions such as the size of stocks, etc., are of secondary importance in this
regard.

REDUCTION OF CAPACITY

World demand will certainly be aL a higher level than 12 million cArt
by, say, 1985 and the Community industry must. be in a position to take
advantage of this. As one shipbuilding reprentative put it, it would be

idiocy to gear the Community industry to the lowest level of demand for a

hundred years. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that the industry will have

to be reorganised and that this will involve some reduction in capacity.

The term 'capacity' is rather vague,but 'reduction of capacity'
certainly implies devoting few economic resources (Iand, labour and capital)
to the shipbuilding sector. l}ro questions must therefore be answered: how

much to cut back, and how and where to cut back.

The Commission does not ans\rer the latter question at all, and answers

the former by reference to the figure of 2.4 million cArt and the number of
redundancies restructuring to this leveI would involve. (This question is
further considered below under the heading 'Social Factors').

I\,,ro points should be borne in mind in this connection. First, the EEC

needs to maintain its own shipbuilding capacity for strategic reasons, not
just military, but stemming from its dependence upon international trade.
Second, a cuthack cannot be 'across the board', where every single shipyard
reduced its capacity by, salr 5O%. There is a certain minimum efficient,
size for a shipyard, below which it is not economically viable.
Reorganisation could therefore involve Lhe complete closure of certain
shipyards. The Commission communication gives no attention to this problem

and the rapporteur asked, therefore, for details of shipyards and ships
where, according t.o the Commission, the Community industry had a high degree

of compeEitiveness.

The Commission provided the following table which gives an indication
of the eypes of vessels for which Community shipyards are particularly weII
placed, having regard both tb the end-19'77 order book and to the new orders
placed in 1977, although it says the figures for new orders may not be

entirely representative in view of the depressed state of the market in 1977
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Communitv share Tonnage order World total Communitv share Tonnage order World total

"f ,o.Id *"rL"t i" C"*,.""i.tt tonnase of world market in Communitv tonnaqq
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-cgrt 

cgrt % cart cgrt
60164,300275,4OO53652,5001,233,7OO
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90, rOO
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65, 800

93, 600
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280, 300
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ORDER BOOK IN 1977

5L8, 000

46L,4OO
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357,7OO

95, lO0

121,000
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WhiIe t.he Community industry could certainly notmaj.ntain itself by
btrrldjng only sucl, sirips, the total orders for these are by no means insig-
nificant. They represent some 25 per cent of aII orders received by the
Community rn 1977 (new orders throughout the world for them represent 18 per
cent of total world orders), and 41 per cent of Communit.y order books (com-
pared with 24 per cent of world order books).

The pressures of a buyers' market are such that profitable orders have
become very rare in both Europe and Japan, even for the most competitive
shipyards. However, losses on orders for the types of vessels mentioned
above are generally smaller than on other types.

construction of t,he sophisticated types of vessels in question is
undertaken by many shipyards, either on a regular or an occasional basis,
anc invorves the participation of a variet,y of ancirrary industries.

It was however not possible at the present stage of the Commission's
:ectoral survey to identify the construction of a particular t.ype of vessel
with a given region, except in the case of dredgers, a high proportion of
'^rhich are built in the yards rocated along the main waterways in the
i'ietherlands. The question of the lack of regional information is dealt
with below.

The types of ship which the Community produces best gives some indica-
i.j on no doubt of which shipyards should be preserved and which closed. It
is important to remember, however, that the EEC's competitors, particularly
Japan, are or will be shifting increasingly towards'the more sophisticated
tyPes of ship where the Community presently enjoys an advantage. In response
r-o a request from the rapporteur, the Commission provided the fotlowing
detai ls :
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Share of world market of main competitors of Communitv shipvards

Base: Base:
New Orders End-I977
in 1977 order book

LPG carriers other European countries
EasEern countries
Japan

9/.

29/"

26%

L2%

?/"

Ferries and
passenger ships

other European countries
Japan

Eastern countries

42%

,:*
L4%

L4%

22%

High-speed cargo
Iiners

Japan

Eastern countries
4t%

tL%

2Y/"

Lt%

Container ships
and lighters

Japan

USA

4g/"

7%

27%

LO%

LNG carriers USA

Japan

56%

8%

Dredgers other European countries

Japan

44%

27%

37%

, t6%

Tugs USA

other European countries
L9/"

7%

L7%

L6%

Furthermore, some of the emergent industrialised countries have

established or are already developing their own shipbuilding industry, with
the help of capital from outside attracted by subsidies and lower wages.

while at this early stage their vessels are relatively unsophisticated and

are intended primarily for their own fleets, it is probable that they will
eventually also produce for the world market and that they will then achieve
higher technological standards. As an example, South Korea has taken
advantage of certain favourable factors to establish itself rapidly as a

key competitor on the market. As yet the impact of these developments on

Community shipbuilding is difficult to evaluate.
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INCREASING DEMAND

The Commission communication recognises that measures to stimulate
demand for work from shipyards have a rore to play, and it mentions in
particular certain environmental prot,ection measures 'courd lead to a

partial reduction of the excess capacity in tanker fleets and also appre-
ciably stimurate the conversion of existsing tankerst (page 12) and more

stringent safety regulations. Much more examination of the possible ways
of Increasing demand is required.

As far as environmental measures are concerned, consideration should
be given not only to modifying ships by requiring segregated ballast tankr

Ifor example -, but also to improving shore installations by, sdlr providing
tank cleaning facilities in ports. If such facilities were to be built by
shipyards, they could provide work for people who would otherwise be made

redundant.

Irleasures to raise safety standards 2and 
improve working conditions

would have three advantages: the obvious social onei providing work for
shipyards in modifying or building new ships; and helping to combat the
ever-growing menace of flags of conve.rience. t rn addition, serious con-
sideration should be given to expanding to Community level such schemes of
'scrap and build' already in operation in certain llember states. This
could be particularly beneficial for the shipbuilding industry as by
reducing the supply of shipping available at the same time as guaranteeing
work to the shipyards it could increase shipping rates, upon which demand

for new ships backed by the fleet owner's ability to pay largely depends.

At present, according to the AWES, the level of scrapping older ships
is low: in the world fleet some 7.8 million grt was scrapped in 1976, abou
2 per cent of world tonnage. They consider it, desirable to accelerate
scrapping in the next five years to about 4-5 per cent of totar tonnage.

One important point is the extent to which banks and governments are
involved in financing the shipping industry and particularly the tanker sid
of that industry. At a 'Seatrade' conference at the beginning of April it
was said that of the total $40,000 miltion loan commitments to the shipping
industry, the banking system probably accounted for some 40 per cent or
$I5,000 million. The stake of government finance in many tankers only a
few years old suggests that government may have very strong views about
how any scrap and build policies should be implemented.

I- Unfortunately the Intergovernmental l,tarine Consultative Organisation
(IMCO) has just rejected proposals to introduce t,hese. Might the
Community take unilateral action here?
The Committee note the attent,ion which the Commission are giving to such
problems particularly from the environmental point of view in their com-
munication to the Council on the marine pollution arising from the car-riage of oil ("Amoco Cadiz") Doc. L2L/7A,upon which the Committee on
Regionar Poricy, Regionar Pranning and Transport have prepared a report
Referred to in detail in the Committeets report on the Community shippingindustry ooc.479/76
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Attention should be given to new areas of demand which the Community

might hope to meet. The widespread introduction of a 200-mile exclusive
economic zone has led certain countries to start expanding their fishing
fleets, for example, and the exploitation of EEZs will clearly require ghe

development and production of new types of vessel designed for seabed

exploration and extraction of minerals, etc., just as the extraction of oil
and gas from the sea has done during the last ten years. There will be a

demand for vessels to provide back-up services, Iike safety and surveillance,
for fishing, oil and gas extraction, and t,he coastguard. HeIp could be
given to developing countries anxious to develop or expand port facilities.

Other examples of projects which could give extra work to shipyards
could be investigated. The idea of building ship factories has been

studied by shipyards in Northern lreland in response to American interest,
the mobility of the factory being the predominant advantage. Yards which
can build ships might well also build houses, and certain yards have pro-
duced heavy earth-moving equipment, the production of which could be con-
cenErated usefully in periods when work on ships was sIack. Building
thermal gas containers for refrigerating food producLs has been done by
shipyards, they have been involved in engineering projects like the develop-
ment of concrete pumps, and they could well be associated with the develop-
ment of means to use energy from waves.

SOCIAL FACTORS

Such ideas may seem to come under the heading of dj-versificat,ion of
activity rather than simply measures to stimulate demand, but they are
particularly important in that the problem of unemplolment is going to
prove a major impediment to the Commission's plans for cutbacks. The

Commission communicat,ion bluntly states the need for redundancies: 'As it
is impossible to maint,ain the present level of employment. of some 165,000

Persons any action that does not take into account the social aspects of
the exercise and seek to limit the effects on the labour force will be

doomed to failure'. (page 11).

The Commission again operates on the assumption of demand in the early
1980s being 2.4 million cgrt, and says that in view of this expected level,
'the Commission estimates that an effective restructuring operation in this
sector could affect appro><imately 75,000 jobs, 15,000 of which it is
estimated wiII be vacated by natural wastage. If the operation is extended
to directly related industries, these would be affected in the same pro-
portion which would make approrimately 30,000 persons redundant' (page 11).
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Thisaspectoftheproposalhasbeendealtwithfu}tybytheCommittee
on Social Affairs,so the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs will

Iimit themselves to making three brief points' First' the Commission figures

are contested by the EEC Shipbuilders' Linking committee which states that

the commission,s estimate for unavoidable redundancies in related industries

should,takingintoaccountthefigureadvancedforredundanciesinthe
yards themselves, at least be doubled. Second, one should not forget what

the figure of 15,000 jobs to be vacated by natural wastage or job-loss

implies for the school-Ieavers in tsraditional shipbuilding areas who will

not be able to find emplolment in the industry. Third, and most important'

is the fact that Member states' governments wiII find it politically

impossibletoagreetoanyplanwhichinvo].vessudtahighlevelofredun-
dancies without there being a realistic possibirity of the peopre involved

finding emplolzment elsewhere. The Commission mentions the need to retrain

and redeploy workers within the yards and out'side them, and stresses the

need for the furr weight of community resources to be brought into PraY,

but it seems to the raPPorteur that the possibilities for re-employment of

such a large number of people, many in areas where unemplolment is much

higher than average, are so limit'ed as to be unable to provide sufficient

guarantees ror Member states to permit such a large cutback' l'{oreover'

even ,,the fulr weight of ccrnmunity resources" is so limited that it could

not deal with uhe effects of a cutback of the size which Lhe commission

communication seems to envisage'

REGIONAL FACTORS

The regional aspect of the question must be seen in connection with

the social factors outlined above. Here again, in view of the opinion pre-

pared by the Commituee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport'

the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs will be brief' One of the

most, striking facts about the commission communication is the absence of

any regional analysis whatsoever. The role to be ptayed by the Regional

Fund is referred to, but the communication gives no information as to the

Iocation of shipyards throughout the Community. In resPonse tso a written

question from the rapporteur (No. 93/78\, the Commission has furnished a

table, reproduced opposite, giving a breakdown of orders and production by

country but it admits that it does not at tshe moment have details of the

distribution within each Member state which would enable a comparison

between the different regions of the Community' In view of the fact that

in several cases shipyards are concentrated in disadvantsaged regions' it is
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Federal Republic
Belgium

Denmark

France

Ireland
It,aIy
Netherlands
United Kingdom

Orders

of Germany 707.7

7t5.2
281.0
61.6
5.0

L48.9
7 32.4

489. 3

'000 cArt
Production

L, 364 .6
82.2

496.0

609. 6

2L.7

462.O

556.4

782.8

4,37 5 .22,54O.9
:

(Source: Lloyd's Shipping Register)

vital that information on t,his matter should be made available; only theu

could the feasibility and possible means of implementation of the

Commission's proposals be accurately evaluated.

BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAI CONSIDERATIONS

Here again, the subject has been deatt with by another Committee,

whose opinion is critical of the Commission's proposals. Certainly more

details are required, and the Commission should have examined possible

alternative schemes or hypotheses and costed them. It seems strange in
the light of the Commission's statement that 'the financial contribution
for which the shipbuilders are responsible cannot be significant in view of
their liquidity position and their considerable burden in maintaining pro-
duction facilities' (Annex II, page 4) to be informed by the Commission

that the firms concerned will in fact have to raise 60% of the necessary

funds for themselves. The Budgets Committee report nearly all of those

who replied to their questionnaire believed that firms would find it
impossible, in view of the very tight market situation, to undertake con-

siderable outlays in new investment.

The Budgets Committee also stress the limited resources available from

Community funds, given the Council's restrictive attitude to the Social and

Regional Funds and the fact that Article 375 of the Community budget,

designed to provide economic aid for individual conversions, has a total
entry of only t7 m.u.a. The success of any policy, therefore, they say,

would depend on the Community's ability to contribute to its financing
through the capit,al market, both via the European fnvestment Bank and by

recourse to Community borrowing. The Budgets Committee also make the point
that the Commission makes no reference to national redundancy schemes in
the shipbuilding sector, which have an important bearing on the whole matter.
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FinaIIy, they call for the Commission to resubmit proposals accompanied

by realistic financial estimates, to re-examine aII the policy options, and

to present a range of options with the different financial estimates
attached. The present report of the Committee on Economic and lvlonet,ary

Affairs suggests policy options which could usefully be examined by the
Commiss ion.

THE INTERDEPENDENT SECTORS

As the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has stressed in the
1

past -, shipbuilding should not be seen in isolation from shipping and

trade policy. The Commission pays lip service to this in its communication,

but as was already pointed out, no attention was given to trade patterns and

forecasts and there is no mention of the importance of trading agreements.

Its consideration of the shipping indusbry is limited to remarks like
the following: 'As the cost of transport is a very important factor in the
Community's economy, the Commission does not consider that the interests of
the sh.ipping industry should in any way be subordinated to those of tshe

shipbuilders' (page 10) . Such a statement makes one wonder whether the
Commission appreciates the strength of the Iink between shipping and ship-
building. lf, in ten years' time, there ri/ere no Community shipbuilding
industsry, it is likeIy t.hat Community shipowners, to say nothing of
Community citizens in general, would find their inEerests very much

threatened.

An important thing to remember about Community shipowners is that all
are in receipt of state aids and,/or direct and indirect credits, and that
nearly aII are agreed in wanting Community help to combat the expansion of
the fleets of state-trading countries.

The Commission has drafted a proposal 'for a Council decision concerning
the activities of certain staLe-trading countries in cargo liner shipping'
(Doc. 110/78) on which t,he European Parliament (though not the Committee on

Economic and l,lonetary Affairs) was consulted. ft is interesting to see

that opposition to Community action here has come from certain shippers who

consider t,hey should have absolute freedom to ship their goods in whatever

ships offer the cheapest rate. Naturally, Community shipowners make the
point that such rat,es are 'artificially cheap' in that they do not reflecE
the true cost of providing the service, warning, moreover, that the dis-
appearance or serious weakening of Community fleets would have grave

1 Report on the Community shipping industry (Doc. 479/76) and on the
Fourth Directive (Doc. 465/77)
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conse(Frences later on for the shippers who would then probably be forced to
pay uuch higher rates by Cmecon fleets. A parallcl case can be seen in
the relationstrip between community shipyard.s and communrty shipowners.

HT EAX TEE EEC ItrDUSTRY OBIATN ORDERS?

Price

EEC shilryards very often cannot offer prices for ships which are lover
than those quoted by their cmpetitors in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan or
Brazil. T*re present Ehreat comes from.Tapan who, in spite of agreeing to
raise her ;rices (by a snall amount), Edy actuarly offer ships at rower
pnices than a ye.rr or tro ago - in spite of the increased costs of the
iutrnrted raw materials. According to represent-atives; of the British ship-
building industry, Japan is now invading the small ship market and quoting
prices 35% belcrr British brdak-even costs.

In L9'16, rrtren Japan undertsook t.o raise iE..s pricr:s of sr'1f-;:rolxrllgrl
ships by 5'1, (this undertaking has noE been fullilled althougtr tlrt.r:o is srrnt.
indication that prices for eertain types of ships have stabiliscd), steer
prices in Japan were sooe 2()% loser than in the EEC. machinery and labour
sme 3(E lower. according to the Cmmission. It should be remembered that
in shitribuildi.rg input froo outside the yard accounts for about 5trA of a
ship's costs. lloreover, absenteeism in Japan is very low - probably under
7%, wtrile in British yards it. is LH and, reaches 16% in some parts of the
Community. In countries like Souttr Korea it is undoubtedly even lower than
in Jagnn.

Japan still airne to obtain 5o % of avairabre wo::l.d orders, but her
industry is finding even its prices being undercut by r:ountries like South
Korea, Taiwan and Brazil. Though these countrics ar-.count for only a small
Percentage of world output at present, their capa(.ii-ies are increasing and
their share oi sorld orders, given the exceedingJy low pri,ces t.hey quote,
is virt,ually certain to increase.

Suqqestion for ueasures to bridqe the price_ggp

fn Decenber L976 the Linking Committee put forwar:d various ideas for
autotr@ous Eeasures tso be Eaken if negotiations with Japan in the OECD did
not lead bo a satisfactory result. The Linkj-ng Comnrj ttee did not neces-
sari-ty advoeate atl o,E theee, but thought the Commi.ssion might usefully
exali-ne th€n. lhey concerned d.irectly or indirectly reducing the price
differeoce rith rfapan, and incl_uded the foLlowing idc:as:
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Ai{-t-o-}-tf i-L{-s-[i3g--o-a-a-c35ge-t-i-t-i-v-e-]-as-i-s-

1. Competitive terms for financing ships built by EEC shipowners at EEC

shipyards d,uring building period and after delivery.

EEC to be considered as one home market in which ships built at EEc

yards for EEC shipowners and sailing under EEC flags could be financed

to a high percentage of the contract price to a low rate of interest
and vrith repalzment over a long period-

An EEC guarantee could induce commercial banks to take care of this home

market cred.it scheme. This would at the same time discourage European

shipor*rrers t,o bring their ships under a flag of convenience.

2. For non-EEC shipowners, terms to be at the level of OECD understanding

with special conditions to match offers from third countries.

Creation of a shipbuilding fund to enable developing countries to order

ships with EEC shipyards. This could be done especially through assis-

tance from European develoSxnent fund-

3. Credit insurance to be made available at low Japanese premium level,
both for EEC orders and for exPort,-

The government guarantee scheme should include bid-bond and performance-

bond guarantees especially for smaller EEC shipyards building ships for
export.

4. Insurance against excessive inflation and against currency fluctuations.

5. Subsidies for research and development, specially for the building of

neh, prototYPe vessels.

6. When shipyards would be forced to reduce their new building activities
or completely close, the social fund as well as the European Investment

Bank should assist with:
(a) aid for social consequences of such an operation,

(b) aid for retraining or reschooling of employees of these yards, who

become redundant,

(c) aid for stimulation of diversification projects.
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7. Further incentives for shipowners:

(a) Investment premiums for EEC shipowners ordering new ships with EEC

shipyards and sailing them under EEC flags.

Such investment premiums exist in some EEC countries at the level
of 20-25 per cent of the contract price. A similar system could be

introduced for the whole EEC. It could replace to a large extent
direct subsidies to EEc shipyards (see item 8).

(b) Scrap and build Premiums.

An EEC scrapping fund should be formed to implement a scrap and

buitd scheme. Such a scheme has been applied in t,he past to
modernise national commercial fleets and it could be considered on

an EEC scale by giving premiums to EEC shipowners deciding t.o scrap

older units of their fleet and undertaking to order new ships with
EEc shipyards within a certain time limit after scrapping.

Instead of making scrapping an absolute condition sale of an older
vessel outside Lhe EEC cogld be accepted, under specific conditions
to be determined, as alternat,ive for scrapping.

B. If abovementioned measures gannot be implemented or are insufficient,
direct subsidies on ner^, orders gxpressed in a percentage of the contract
price per ship should be introduced.

Financing from EEC funds should be considered.

9. Further measures which should be considered:

(a) The problem of undervaluation of the yen should be discussed in the
trade negotiations between EEC and Japan,

(b) Investment subsidies or capital aid to improve production facilities
in shipYards,

(c) As 60 per cent to 70 per cent of the building costs of a ship rep-
resent materials and equipment, obtained from independent suppliers,
similar measures to the ones mentioned above should be taken to
enable EEc suPPliers to Pr9duce or supply at lower costs,

(d) In particular EEC steel mills should be supported to enable them to
offer lower steel prices to EEC yards in order to match Japanese

steel Price levels,
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(e) Frscal measures should be introduced in the form of setting aside

reserves out of annual profits to Cover future losses or more

genera1 application of "carry back" system (losses to be compensated

with profits made durinE previous years) and accelerated depreciation

of yard installations.

tO. The general principle of the measures tp be taken should be:

(a) lleasures should be taken on a temporary basis: they should be con-

sidered for deliveries in 1978-1980 and should be decreased in the

following Years.

(b) Measures should be granted as counter-measures against direct ship-

building subsidies and general supporting measures of their countries

outside EEC, especiallY rTaPan.

(c) Ivleasures should be executed on a harmonised basis within EEC.

As far as national measures 4re concerned a lower and an upper Iimit
should be fixed on EEc level.

(See also below under 'subsidies') -

Socia1 Costs

Vlhen one says that Community yards cannot compete on price, it does

not necessarily mean that they are less efficient than the yards in 'Japan

or South Korea. The social costs are much higher in the Community than in

its main competitors and in genen I safety standards are higher and working

conditions better.

The following table, indicating the leveI of direct and indirect wage

costs for all industry in various countries indicates (in D-marks) the

Ievel which social costs have reached in much of the western world. Wage

costs may not be much higher in the Community than in ilapan but the newly

emerging shipbuilding companies have a big cost advantage. The price

mechanism may in the past have ensured an equitable distribution of orders

(though some might contest this, pointing to the fall in the Community's

share of world shipbuilding) but if it were to be relied upon to do so now,

the community would soon be without a shipbuilding industry.
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Subsidies

No-one could pretend in any case that the price mechanism is now

operating in the classical way. In theoryr price should reflect costs and

costs reflect efficiency and comparative advantage. In practice, given lhe
fact that every shipbuilding country outside Europe, and a good many within
it, subsidises its shipbuilders to a considerable extent, it reflects
nothing of the kind. It merely reflects how nuch a government is willing
to subsidise its yards.

In the short-term, if the Community is to ensure even a minimum level
of orders, subsidies will have to be continued. fntervention funds which

give the orderirrg shipowners a grant to cover the difference between the

costs of a shi-p from a Community yard and the Iowest possible price outside
cannot be abolished in the immediate future.

The UK has had an Intervention Fund since 1977; the first fund of
€58 million, approved by the Commission as part of the restructuring of
the British industry, expire at the end of March this year. The e8 millicn
remaining has been carried over until June, while the Commission considered

the application for a new fund of €90 million. The stage has now been

reached when the Commission have requested that further information should
be made available to it; the same stage has been reached in its considera-
tion of an Italian application as well. Clearly decisions on these funds

are needed soon. Consjderation mrght be given to extending the operation
of such funds to alI Member Statcs, possibly wrth Communlty resources.
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However, this could only be a temporary solution as the Community and

Ivlember Stsates will not be able to afford for long the ever higher subsidies
necessary to gain enough orders and in the Iong run another solution will
have t,o be found.

Efficiency

As price no longer is an accurate reflection of efficiency, another
way of measuring this must be found, as the Community cannot afford to
maint,ain grossly inefficient yards. Man-hours per equivalent ton of steel
is becoming more widely used as a measure of efficiency and has been sup-

posed to be relatively accurate.

International aqreements

One way of ensuring orders for Community yards would be to conclude

agreements with major competitors as to what share of total orders each

should have. Attempts have been made to come to an agreement with Japan,

but lit,tle has come of this. Negotiations are still going on within t.he

OECD but the Commission states that "it would be unrealistic to expect

satisfactory results from organisation of the market by negot,iations
within the OECD" (page 20). As no other negotiations are apparently going

oDr it seems clear that the Community will not be able to ensure orders
through international agreements.

Communitv preference

In view of the fact that Community yards cannot compete on price, that
governments wiIl not be able to afford the necessary high leveI of subsidier
indefinitely, and that international agreements to share the market arc not
in sight, the rapporteur is .Ied to suggest that a policy of Comrnunity pre-
ferences may be the answer. Such a policy wouLd reguire Community ship-
owners to order aII, or a higlr percentage of their ships from Community

yards.

The questions which must be answered are:
and WilI it work?

Is it fair? rs iL possible

Ig_l!_I3ll? At the moment Community shipowners, even those in receipt
of government aid, often place orders in non-Community yards. It seems

somewhat ridiculous for governments to pour money into shipyards on the one

hand, while with the other they give money to Community shipor^,rrers which
goes to competing yards abroad, further strengthening competitors. Moreove
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nearly all Community shipowners, whether in receipt of government aid or
not, are now calling for Community help to combat t,he expansion of the
fleets of state-trading countries, which undercut community fleets on price.
The price mechanism apparently does not work here either. HistoricaIIy,
with liner ccnference trade, price has been regulated by conference members
despite protests from shipowners and governments using such lines. It
would seem perfectly fair, therefore, if the Community takes the requisite
action to protect their regulation of freight rates against cheaper com-
petition (with higher prices for the consumer) to ask for a certain quid
pro quo from the shipowners.

What would not be reasonable, however, would be to force them to pay
prices grossly inflated through the inefficiency of t,he yards producing the
ships. This is why an accurate measure of efficiency must be developed, so
that the shipowner is asked for a "fair', price for the ship. This price
may not be as Iow as a JaPanese or South Korean one, but the ownt:1. should
remember the technigue of selling at a loss to build up a dominant position.
It will be in no way to his advantage if the Community does not nraintain a
viable shipburlding industry (both for merchant and military vessels).

rt seems as though the commission is beginning to apprecj_ate ttris
state of affairs, though it seems to be against community preference, as
the communicaiion states on page 13: "owing to the unshakeable advantage
of certain conpeting shiplcuilders, at least in the short-term, market
forces will not ensure that certain types of ship are competitive on the
international market - and this already seems to be the case for tankers
and bulk carriers - despite restructuring and despite the measures referred
to above. Measures may,therefore, have to be taken to forestalr the
potential dangers of a situation whcre ccrtain shipbuilding countries 5avr,
a monopoly".

I:_lg_p9g:l!lg? rhc compulsion exerE.ed on rhe shipowner to ,,buy

community" corrrd vary from a request that aid wourd be given onry if
community preference were observed to a legar obrigat,ion to buy arr his
ships in the community. rf a relativery hard rine were taken, nearer to
the Iatter thaa the former, there would have to be some sort of measures
to ensure the shipowner did not evade his obligations by switching to a
flag of convenience. Discriminatory aids and regulations have been part
of governrnent and Community action plans against non-comrnunity countries,
unfair financial shipping and shipbuilding policies.
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Would it work? This is of course the key question. It should not

be forgotten that shipowners already place more than two-thirds of their
orders in Community yards (the figure fluctuates somewhat, being 69/" in
1976 and 74% in L977\.

A look at the pattern of exports and imports of ships from and to the

Community may be instructive here and the level of product.ion in each

ttember State (see opposite).

Hosrever, although the figures for the Member States indicate a large
trade in new ships, much of this is within the EEC. Looking at the
Community as a whole in 1975, 7.5m grt was produced, of which 3.69m were

for home markets, 1.32m for other EEC countries and 2.74n (35%) for export.
fn the same year 5.95m grt of new buildings were registered in the EEC of
which 1.94m grt were built in non-EEC countries.

The most important figure to look at when considering the idea of
"Community preference" is that of new buildings registered in the
Community. with a policy of 100% Community preference, shipyards would be

assured of this much demand. I{oreover, as exports, at least for 1975,

amount,ed to some 35% of total production, demand from Community yards

would be higher than just Community demand. In spite of the fluctuations
in demand, if orders from within the Community could be ensured, bearing
in mind that Community fleets make up about a quarter of the world total,
the EEc shipbuilding industry would have a sound basis on which to plan

its future.

?

If each Itlember State were to maintain the share of Community ship-
building it had from 1975-77, one could estimate what Ehey would produce

lf total community production in 1980 were to be 2.4m cgrt:

Share of Production

Belgium
Denmark

France

Federal Republic of Germany

Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
united Kingdom

2.5
r0.7
t7 .9
30.2
o. 36

8.8
L4.7

14. B

Est,imated 1980
production

'000 cart
60

257

430

725

a.7
2]-2

352

355
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I
LJ{
I

EXPORT,/IITIPORT OF NEW TONNAGE BY EEC MEMBER STATES'I tOO0 grt

1975 L97 6 L977

Country Importa D(ports fmports .E(porte fmports E(ports

selgium Lgt)
Denmark

France
Germany

I re Iand
ItaIy
Netherlands
I,x

3

318

519

9?

g

65

118

2, L4r
3,2AL

59

7L6

639

1,683

9

563

349

4,118

6

314

75L
427

L2

22t
5l

1, I12

Il1
s36

755

1,348

7

592
464

3t
t64
588

302

2L

16

85
1, r91
2,398

3

195

642

248

39

loa
91

431

NOTES:
C"rnlaiy is the major "*poi:t"l in the EEC, exporting over 50% of its output during lgTO/Lg77 and its ratio of
imports to exports averages 1:8
Denmark and the Netherlands, although relatively small in tonnage termsr dr€ also consistent exporters
UK is the only major importer of new ships in the EEC

/ = Negligible

id
r{
LN
UJ

(Jl
Ut
(Jl

;
P.
5

1 970 L972 I97 3 197 4

Country Imports D(porCa IBportg E<ports Imports E(ports fmports E(ports

Belgium (€r)
Denmark

France

Germany

Ireland
rta ly
Ne Eher lands
UK

5I
16

2L6
sll

1

I
38

1,652

106

46A

367

944

85

233

I85

1

L23

11s

257

33

L2

134

2,434

L72

32L

64A

995

L26

592

370

51

148

47L

93

4L

lr7
t92

3,493

97

533

695

1, 196

84

859

335

a
206

1,133
50
g
g

2L2
2,459

69

64A

532
850

66

902
244

I ,hi" data was supplied by British Shipbuilders



MnRCH;uv.t SHIpgurLDtI,{c CO},tpLf"I'rOWS rN gfc 1970-1977 'OOOCRT l

1970 L97L L972

Belgium 149 I53 2L9

Denmark 518 728 952

Erance 859 1,085 1,030

w. cermany 1,317 1,968 1,389

Ireland 28 23 2A

Italy 546 A72 902

Netherlands 632 572 75O

uK L,327 1,233 1,197

L97 3

230

1, oo4

r, 170

L,926
32

a37

452

L,067

L97 4

256

1,o76
r,046
2,14L

I
953

942

1, 198

t97s

20L

969

1,150
2,499

31

792

1, 028

r, 170

t97 6

2LL

1, 034

L,67 3

L,874
29

7L5

634

r, 500

L977

L32

709

1, 107

r,595
40

77A

240

1,020

TOTAJ, EEC 5,376 6,063 6,467 7,118 7,6L3 7,84O 7,670 5,62L

Western
eo.op. (AWES) 8,513 9,860 15,633 1I,914 12,542 13,L03 12,742 LO,77L

TOTAL WORL,D 2O,g8O 24,388 26,749 30,409 33,54L 34,2O3 33,922 27 '532

This data was supplied by British Shipbuilders
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The percentage cutback from
4.5m cArt, Lo 2.4m cArt would be

The state of order books at
down in orders from 1978 lo L979,
arise this year, making action t,o
urgent.

the average of the years 1975-77, some
about 47 per cent.

the moment, however, indicates a sharp run_
so serious unemployment problems wiII
obtain orders for the EEC extremely

certain shipbuilding representatives have told the rapporteur that they
would not regard it as fair for every country's production to be cut back
equally, given the fact that while certain countries have expanded their
output in recent years, outPut in others has remained constant or has farlen.

The tabre berow, derived from the tabre on page 36, bears out their
contention, showing that while the Netherlands' share of community production
feII drasticarry, and that of the united Kingdom to an appreciable exEent,
the other countries, with the exception of Belgium,managed to increase t,heir
production share.

(rt shourd be noted that the percentages in the previous tabre giving
production shares over the years Lg75-Lg77 were calculated on the basis of
cgrt, while the present table was carculated on the basis of grx, the cgrt
figures not being available).

UK

Belgium

Denmark

France

W. Germany

Ireland
ItaIy
Netherlands

1970 L977

24.68 18.15
2.77 2.34
9.64 12.61

15.98 L9.69
24.50 2A.37

o.52 0.71
10.16 13.84
L1.76 4.27

rn any community pran for the shipbuilding industry it wirr sooner or
later have to be decided where the cutbacks should take place. Various fac-
tors will have to be taken into consideration: apart from the above con-
sideration of the recent development of the industry, the percentages of
domestic orders in total production (or export,/import ratio) could usefully
be examined, as weII as the regional and social consequences of cuts in the
different areas.
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THE SHIPBUILDING COMMITTEE

The Commission Pr.oposes the establishment of a shipbuilding commit,tee
which would, presumabry, have as its tasks the consideration of exactry such
factors as mentioned in the last. paragraph. Nevertheless, in spite of the
importance of such an examination, the rapporteur has serious doubts as to
how efficacious such a committ,ee would be. rt wourd be composed of senior
civil servants responsible for shipbuilding policy from the various Member
states and a member from the commission. rt seerds to the rapporteur that it
would be much more useful to have a committee including represent,atives of
the management and unions involved, and in view of t.he Commission,s use of
tripartite conferences in the past, it is strange that this v/as not pro_
posed' The unions and industry have indeed arready expressed their concern.

coNcLUsroNs

It can be seen from the above analysis that although the commission
has made a wercome start in examining the probrems of the shipbuirding
industry and outlining priorities, there is much left to be done and not
much time in which to do it. The primary role of the commission must be to
indicate how action already taken at national level can be coordinated so as
to have the maximum efficacity, and where it should be supplemented by fur_
ther actionr part of which might be taken at community rever.

Such a role involves closely examining t,he various steps which could be
taken to aid this industry, severar of which have been suggested in the
Present report. This is not to say that an overall plan detailed down to
the last nut and bolt must be presented before any further action is
embarked upon, but that aII possibre options must be considered before Lhe
course is plotted.

The committee wourd strongry encourage the commission to push ahead
with the necessary examination and hope there wilr not be any tendency to
think that the major problems wirr be sorved by setting up a shipbuirding
committee- The commission itself must follow t,hrough in this sector the
start it has made and enabre the necessary poriticar decisions to be taken
at national and community lever in futl knowredge of the situat,ion confron-
ting the European shipyards and the ways in which a viable shipbuirding
industry can be ensured.
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INTERIM OPINT9N OF THE COMITITTTEE ON BUpGETS

Draftsman: The Earl of BESSBOROUGH

on 1 February 1978 the committee on Budgets appointed the
Earl of Bessborough draftsman.

It considered the interim opinion at its meeting of
24 Nlay 1978 and adopted it unanimously.

Present: Ivlr Lange, Chairman; Mr Cointat, Vice_Chairman;
Lord Bessborough, draftsman; Mr van Aerssen, Lord Bruce of Donington,
Mrs Dah1erup, Mr Hamilton, Itr Ripamontj_, I{r Schreiber, Mr Shaw and
Mr SpinelIi.
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Introduction

I. The Committee on Budgets has been consulted for its opinion on the
Commission's Cornmunication to the Counci-l on the reorgani-zation of the
Communitl shipbuilding industry (Doc. 471/77). The draftsman for the opinion
decided that in accordance with the procedure adopted during the examination
of the commission's proposals for a European Export Bank (Doc. 4l/76) and

for the rnformatics Programme (Doc. 294/75), it would be appropriate to
consult as widely as possible with the industry and aII interested parties
concerned, to find out if the industry has been adequately consulted, and

to discover the general views of those most concerned with the Commission,s
proposal.

2. This is of particular importance to the Committee on Budqets because
the committee is concerned with the feasibility of the proposals. rf, for
example, the industry fears that the amount that it is expected to
contribute towards the overall costs of the programme is unrealistic, then
this will have a clear and direct bearing on the Committee's view of the
feasibility of the proposals. Your draftsman, therefore, sent a letter
(PE 53.121, see Annex I) to the industry concerned. A list of those
consulted is annexed (PE 53.121, see Annex II), as are the replies so far
received (PE 53.121, see Annex III).

3. Your draftsman also wrote to the Commissioner for the Budget because
the financial consequences of the Commission's proposals are not adequately
illustrated in the Communj-cation. Indeed, there is major uncertainty as to
the means of coverin<J extra expenditure, the size of Community expenditure,
the flnancial instruments proposed and the methods used by the Commission
in calculating the cost of the proposals.

4. At its meeting of I9/2O April 1978 in Rome, the Committee on Budgets
proceeded to an initial exchange of views, during which several members

echoed the expressions of concern made by your draftsman. The Commission
representatives undertook to reply to questions raised concerning the financj-a
impact of the proposals. These answers have now been received (pE 53.680).

5. It will be seen from these replies that the Commission has been in some

difficulty in amplifling or explaining its original estimates. It should
be recalled that this proposal is slmply a Communication, setting out general
policy guidelines for the future. Detailed progranrmes would, presumably,
foIIow. Nonethel-ess, it is appropriate that the Committee on Budgets should
explain in fuII any reservations it might have, lest silence be interpreted
as consent. In order to guarantee that the Comrnittee on Budgets will, j-n

the future, have an opportunity to come back to this issue, both when
examining proposals for the 1979 draft budget and when the Commission makes
more detailed proposals, it is suggested that this document be entitled
an " interim" opinion.
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The Commission' s approach

6. The Commission has noted the fundamental crisis in the shipbuilding
sector, characterised by the outstripping of denrand by supply. World
production expanded rapidly up until the oil crisis in order to meet a

growing number of orders. This development of over-capacity has been

aggravated by the oil and economic crises and a serious imbalance in the
world market has occurred as a result of undercutting through a price war,
not primarily conducted from Japan, but in particular from the high growth
developing states Like Taiwan and South Korea. The Community share of the
world market has faIlen from 70% in 1955 to 22.6% in 1976. on the basis
of this share of the world market holding, the Commission sets a target or
an "indicator" of 2.4 million compensated gross registered tons (cgrt) for
the early ]980s. It is proposed to tailor production to this objective, which
would thus determine the various steps required for the reorganization of the
industry.

7. To this end,the Commission proposes;

(i) a coordination of aids within the Community;

(ii.) social policy measures in order to take account of the social
conseguences of the restructuring;

(iii) Community financial aid to assist in conversion;

(iv) Community actj-on against marine pollution, thus creating more demand

for the yards;

(v) setting of certain minimum standards and social rules leading,
perhaps, to the banning of certain ships from Community ports if they
do not comply;

(vi) the development of a sea transport policy, again strengthening Ehe

position of Community shipyards;

(vii) on the basis of this reorganization, a decision at international
level to obtain a balanced reduction of worldwide over-capacity and

the removal of disequilibria.

8. However, the Commission rejects any solution which woutd limit the
freedom of choj-ce of the Community shiping industry in world markets.
It states that "our ship owners must be free to order their vessels wherever
the terms appear to them to be most advantageous". 1

I P"g. 20 of the Communication.
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9. In terms of actions, aI1 the Commission suggests for the moment is
1

that Council should adopt a resolution taking note of the production target
and setting up a Shipbuilding Committee drawn from senior officials of the

Member States, and indicating that the Commission will submit further proposals

for additional social measures.

Views of Industrv

10. Inevitably some of the replies from the organizations contacted have

gone into matters outside the terms of reference of the Committee on Budgets.

However, some picture of the feasibility of the Commission's proposals emerges.

It transpires that some consultation has taken place. The Commissioner

held a meeting with the Linking Committee of the European shipbuilders in
October !977, prior to the publication of the proposals. There was a further
meeting in January of this year when the Committee reacted to the Commission's

proposals. Furthermore, the Commissioner has had some contacts with national
federations and organizations representing the shipbuilders. Regrettably,
consultation with individual firms does not appear to have taken place.

There is general agreement with the Commission's analysis of the crisis
situation resulting from this global imbalance between production and demand.

Some of the respondents wish that the Commission had attached more weight
to the unfairness of the price war conducted on the international market and

on the particular economic and social problems confronting European industry
which have hindered its effectiveness.

11. Most of the disagreement concerns the centre-piece of the Commission's

approach - namely the setting of a production objective of 2.4 million cgrt.
fhe linking Committee objects to any arbitrary production target and, in
particular, believes that the target suggested by the Commissj-on is
inappropriate because there is little likelihood that the current dlstribution
of shipbuilding orders would be maintained in the period starting in 1980.

Furthermore, it is felt inappropriate to set any figure by reference to the
former share-out of world production. It will be for the Committee on

Economic and Monetary Affairs to examine whether it considers the Commission's

figures realistic and whether it is wise to envisage a static world demand

for 1980 onwards. For its part, the Committee on Budgets notes with disguiet
that the industry concerned does not accept tshe figure provided by the
Commission as a target for Community production and from which the Commission's
policy measures flow.

1 pug" 2I of the Commission's Communication.
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12. As regards the conversion and redeploiiment measures, the commission

makes no mention of national measures, such as the Shipbuilding (Redundancy

payments) B1II now passing through its final legislative phases in the

United Kingdom. It would have been helpful if information on the problem of re-

deployment in the shipbuildlng industry in the various Member States had

been evoked. Whilst the 1eveI of redundancies remains uncertain as a result

of these national measur€s, it is clear that the Commission's proposals,

based on a figure of between 75,000 and 90,000 redundancies, may have been

overtaken by events. Neither in its original proposal, nor in its replies

to the questions raised at the meeting of the Committee on Budgets on

lg/20 April, has the Commission addressed itself to this point. fn the view

of some of the respondents, the number of redundancies mentioned in the

Commission's document seenls too low and does not sufficiently take into

account the effect on ancillary industries.

13. Both in the replies and in the drscussions that have taken place in

the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, there has been a searching

for new ideas and approaches. Some have laid the emphasis on stimulating

demand by a scrap-and-build policy. Others have sought to advance the case

for a Community preference scheme. Without taking any position on this

proposal, which is outside the terms of reference of the Committee on Budgets,

it does seem to your draftsman that the Commission is at fault in not

examining this proposal sufficiently; it limits itself to a simple expression

of hostility to any constraints on ship owners purchasing outside the

Community. Fj-na11y, there has been an idea floated of a Community interventiotr

fund for shipbuilding production placing at the Communities' charge the costs

of the difference between Community price and world price-

14. The Commission has not dwelt on the matter of foreign competition and

a means of combating it. If there are changes j-n the patterns of shipbuild:-ng

production amongst the main rivals of the Community, thj-s would have been

useful to know. If there is a reasonable prospect of obtaining international

agreement to limit the effects of the price war then this should have been

stated. Everything would seem to depend on the ability of the Community to

reverse the rapid and massive decline of its share in the world market-

The Commission does not indicate the balance of probability on this crucial

point.

/
I
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15. Because a community policy for shipbuilding remains at the "white paper"

stage,theCommissionhasbeenveryreluctanttosupplementtlremeagre
financial information provided in Annex II of its document.

Expenditure will arise to cover investment for rationalis'ing and

modernising equipment, productj-on techniques, management etc (estimate

900 million u.a.), compensating redundancies through new job creation caused

by the expected 60,ooo job-loss (3,OOO million u.a.) and, in para11e1,

compensation for the 30,000 job-loss for the ancillary industries

(750 million u.a.). Thus a total of 4,650 million u'a' (or approximately

1,OOO million u.a. per year) would result from the fulI conversion and

restructuring schemes.

16. It is obvious that such massive outlay would require the clearest

possible justification from the Commission. The Commission has not explained

in the informati.on provided how it arrives at the total numbers of jobs to

be found, or even at the unit costs of new job creation. Why, for example,

for a job lost in the shipyard should a new job cost 50,000 u.a' and a job

Iost in the ancillary industry only 25,OOO u.a.? The explanation on this

point is too succinct to be convincing. Indeed, tne figures provided in

general give the impression of having been selected at random' ft was for

that reason that your draftsman posed a certain number of questions to the

Commission representative at the meeting of the Committee on Budgets on

lg/2o Apri'I in Rome, fo11owing his original letter to the commissioner with

responsibilitY for the budget.

Therepliesprovided(seePE53.680)donotfillinmanyoft,hegaps.
They do littte more than repeat what litt1e meagre information already

appears in the Annex to the Communication'

I7. As far as the breakdown between national government, Community and

industry is concerned, no further details are given. It will be recalled

that, in its communication, the commission estimates that national

governments could contribute up to L,75O mitlion u.a., on the basis of the

financial contribution already made by public auLhorities' It would seem

that here the cornmunity would be asked to contribute from financial

instruments already in existence, such as the European Regional Development

Fund and the Social Fund, as well as Article 375, created during the last

budgetary procedure, which is designed to provide a small economic aid for

industrial conversions.
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18. Glven that for 1978 and for all the different industrial sectors a total
of 77 million u.a. has been entered for Article 375, it is unlikely that
considerable help could be provided from this line. There is no attempt to
state to what extent the social Fund and Regional Fund could pray an

increasing role, but it is clear that, given Council's restrictive attitude
in the past, it would not be likely that the Community could make a major
contribution towards easing the shipbuilding crisis.

19. As regards the contrj-bution expected from the shipbuilding companies,
it is suggested that they should be asked to finance the restructuring
by up to 2,900 million u.a. This figure wourd seem high in view of what
the Commission admits is the difficult liquidity position of the firms.
Furthermore, that view is confirmed by nearly a1l- the respondents who bel-ieve
that the firms would find it impossible, in view of the very tight market
situation, to undertake considerable outlays in new investment.

20. Therefore, the success of t.his policy would depend on the Community,s
ability to contribute to the financing of this policy through the capital
market, both via the European Investment Bank and by recourse to Community
borrowing. rt will be recalled that the European parliament has just
approved the principle of'borrowing to fj-nance Community investments (report
by Mr sPrNELLr, Doc. 36/78). However, the finance raised by this new

facility wiII be limited to I,000 million EUA and will cover a variety of
policies, industriar restructuring in various sectors, regionar policy,
energy policy etc. only a sma1l proportion could be expected to go to
shipbuilding. Furthermore, i-t would be unwise to foster illusions as regards
the use of borrowings to finance industrial restructuring. This is simply
a means of deferring but not avoidlng Communi.ty current expenditure. That
cllrrent expenditure is limited now and for the foreseeable future by the
limits placed on own resources. Even at the current rate of growth of the
Community budget, the limits of own resources will soon be reached. The

Commission has not informed the Committee how it intends to cover the extra
finance.

Conclus ions

2I. The Committee on Budgets:

(i) accepts that the Community should particrpate in industrial restructuring
where such a restructuring is beyond the means of the Member State. However,
the Community should concentrate its efforts or-r those sectors for which its
competence is c;euerally agreed and where there is a reasonal:Ie expectation that
the sector can be made profitable once aglir.r;
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(ii) conslders that before an industrial sector should be decided upon as

suitable for Community support, aI1 the policy options should be laid before
Parliament;

(iii) considers that, 1n this particular case, the Commission is primarily
putting forward the case for Community support to de:al with extensive likely
redundancies; new industrial investment within the shj-pbuilding sec:tor is
of secondary importance in the proposals;

(iv) therefore, considers it regrettable that the Commission makes no

reference to national redundancy schemes in the shipbuilding sector, which have

caused the Commission's proposals to be no longer entj-rely relevant;

(v) calls into question, on the basis of the consultations that have taken
place, the appropriateness of the target figure for production upon whlch
the proposal is based;

(vi) cannot make any meaningful assessment of the financial consequences

as only the most general information has been provided and as the sums mentioned

have had doubts cast upon them;

(vil) regrets that the Commission has not been able to provide any breakdown

within the sums mentioned, either distinguishing between capital and current
outlays between the Community budget or as between national and Community

expenditure s ;

(viii) could not approve Community support in this sector if that were to
lead to a reduction in finance available for other sectors within the existing
funds, such as the European Regional and Social Funds;

(ix) whilst recognising thg urgency for action, believes that the Commission

should re-submit proposals accompanied by reatistic financial estimates, du11'

justified, and within the capability of the Community budget as v/e know it;

(x) further ca11s upon the Commission to re-examine a1t the policy options
in the light of the views expressed by Parliament and to present a range of
options with the different financial estimates attached.
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COMMT SSION

of the

EUROPEAN COMMI'NITIES

ANNEX I

BrusseIs, 8 May 1978

t thc meetinq

As the Commission stated in the annexes to its communication, especially
in Annex II, the estimates of the costs of conversion and reorganization

over the next 5 years rest on conclusions regarding the workforce and

production facilities, drawn from forecasts of demand. Of course this
global approach will have to be formulated in greater detail once the

consequences of the crisis are better knorun.

.fhe Commission does not think it desirable, at least at the current stage

of discussions on its Progf4lnme, to make suggestions either on the

instruments which I',Ieilber States should use to help finance the rationaliza-
tion of the shipbuilding industry, nor orl the funds to be made available
for the purpose. The possibilities in each Member State are go!,erned by

a host of differing factors.

Hovrever, it would rePeat the view it e:<pressed in Annex Ii that inter-
vent,ion by Memlcer States t,o suPpqrt production should progressively be

directed tovrards attainment of the common objectives of reorganizing the

shipyards.

3. Ttre Commission cannot a priori, even on an indj-cative basis, fix figures
for Community intervention, which wiII be determined largely by the effort-s

made by the priva-'e sector and the national authorities in the irlember

States. Nevertheless it feels that Conmunity participation must be sig-

nificant enough to encourage shipbuilders to pursue the objectives to be

laid dorln bY the Council'

lllre Community could cover its financial share in the reorganization of the

industrY bY drawing on:

-thebudgetheadingforstructuralchangesinindust.ry;

- part of the funds available from cornmunity borrovring, and

- the ERDF, Lhe Seial Fund and the EIB'

4. As intervention by pub}ic authorities is only intended to act as a

stimulus, it is primarily for the industry to organize finance for its

schemes. 1'he Commission eFtimates Lhat the shipbuilders could find about

60% of the necessary funds, i.e. 2,9OO million u.a.. It is assumed that
the industry would raise the money from its own resources and the capital

markets. 1lhe purpose of public intervention would be to enable it to do

so, and to facilitate the Process'

2.
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5. lrhe Ccmmj-ssion's analysis was based on the assumption that t1e crisis
in the shipbuiIding industry is not simply a result of the reduction in
demand for new tonnage, which is not entirely cyclical in nature, but
has also been caused by the appearance on the markeL of new and extremely
competitive producers. flrese factors help to postpone stilt further any
return to a balance between supply and demand, and add a structural
element to current diffrlcuLties, both in respect of surplus capacity and
the uncompetitiveness of part of that capacity.

rn proposing a reduction in community shipyard capacity, the corunission
has two object,ives: to face up to a long-term srump in demand and, by
upgrading the remaining yards, to enable them to take a larger share of
orders placed when the market does recover.

The Commission has therefore proposed an assessment of the volume of
demand in a few years' time, to give a guideline for the adjustment of
pr oduc tion capac ities.

6. fhe Commission feels that only a return to a

solve the price-cutting problem.

At first analysis it took
of an AWES forecast, as a

governments of the Member

on the other.

the figure of 2.4
starting point for
States on the one

million Cgrt, on the basis
the discussions with the

hand and interested parties

balanced market can finally

Efforts in this direction within OECD have resulted in undertakings by
Japan, under pressure from the community in particurar, to strengthen
its control over e:<port priees and to increase them by 5"/..

rt is proving difficult to obtain a similar response from other countries,
especially the new, cheaper shipbuilding countries, in the absence of any
means of enforcing such measures, especialry with the loop-hore provided
by the flags of convenience.

Finally, it should be stressed that the introduction of a minimurn price
system for shipbuirding wourd provide no solution to the social and
regionar problems which wirr inevitably arise from the need to arign
capacity with the prospects of the industry.
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ANNEX II

Letter from the Draftsman of the Committee on Budgets to +-he shipbuilding
industry and other interested organisations

EUROPEAN PARLIAMEI{T

Committee on Budgets

- From the Earl of Bessborough

Strasbourg, 15 February 1978

Dear Sir,

I have been appointed draftsman for the Opinion of the Committee on

Budgets of the European Parliament on the Communication from the Commission

of the European Communities to Lhe Council on the reorganisation of the

Community shipbuilding industry (ooc. 47L/77). PIease find a copy enclosed.
The European Parliament, as you know, has to be consulted before any final
decision is taken by the Council of I{inisters.

I would be grateful for your views in order to assist myself and my

colleagues in formulating a position on these proposals. In particular I
raould be grateful if you could address yourself to the following questions:

(i) was your firm consulted by the Commissj-on in the preparation
of its proposals?

(ii) do you agree with Lhe Commission's basic analysis of the crisis in
the shipbuilding sector?

(iii) do you believe that the policy instruments put forward by the
Commiss ion are appropriate?

(iv) do you believe that the orders of magnitude suggested by the
Commission for the funding necessary to achieve restructuring of
the industry are appropriate?

(v) during the next five years, what do your firm's corporate plans for
expenditure envisage by way of shipyard restructuring and internal
conversion? (see Annex II of Commission's proposal)

(vi) what new technology in design and construction do you consider to be

required in order to achieve an improved competitive position and what

rirould be the costs of such a development?
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ANNEX I I

I would be grateful if you could let me have your replies as soon as

possible since the European Parliament expects to determine its attitude
to the Commission's proposal in time for its april part-session. Perhaps

you could also indicate if you would prefer your reply to remain

conf identia 1.

Yours truIy,

The EarI of Bessborough
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ANNEX III

ORGANISATIONS CONTACTED

The Association of West European Shipbuilders,

Mr J. Holck,
The Danish Shipowners' Association,
Armaliegade 33,
1256 Copenhagen,
DENIT{ARK

Constructions Navales & Industrielles de Ia M6diterran6e,
Bd. Albert IeE,
83 Ia Seyne-sur-t1er,
T'RANCE

Chantiers de I'At1antique,
7 rue Auber,
F-75428,
Paris C6dex 09,
FRANCE

Chambre Slmdicale des Constructeurs de Navires et de l{achines Itlarines,
47 & 49 rue de l,bnceau,
Paris (8e),
I'RANCE

Constructions Navales (Ste Francaise de),
66 Qu. Alfred-de-Sisley,
F-92390,
Vi lIene uve -la -Garenne ,
FRANCE

Mr A.I.lacDonaId,
The British Shipbuilders' Association,
12-18 Grosvenor Gardens,
London, SWI

Ronnie Grierson, Esq.,
General Electric Co.,
I Stanhope cate,
London, WI

,fohn I. Thornycroft & Co. Ltd.,
Woolston Works,
woolston,
Southampton,
Hants.

Sriran Hunter Shipbuilders Ltd.,
WalIsend,
Northumberland.

Vosper Ltd.,
Southampton Road,
Paulsgrove,
Portsmouth,
Itrants.
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Austin a Pickersgill Ltd.,
Southwick Yard,
Southwick,
Sunderland.

Cammell Laird & co. ttd.,
Shipbuilding & Engineering Works,
B irkenhead,
Cheshire

Upper Clyde Shipbuilders Ltd.,
Linthouse,
Glasgow SWI

scott & Sons (Bowling) Ltd.,
Little MIII SIip Docks,
Bowling,
Glasgow

Yarrow (Shipbuilders) Ltd.,
Scotstoun,
Glasgotr W4

ANNEX II]

Unione Cantieri e Industrie Navali (UcIllA),
Via Giardino 4,
2OL23 llilan,
ITALY

Assonave (Associazione Nazionale fra costruttori Navi Altomare),
Via lO( Settembre 1,
00187 Rome,
ITALY

Federazione Nazionale Cantiere Officine Allestamenti Nava1i (UUAVAL),
Via Nazionale 2L4,
00184 Rome,
ITATY

BREMER V(II,KAN,
Schif fbau und l,hschinenfabrik,
weserstrasse 64/57,
282 Bremen-Vegesack,
WEST GERMATiIY

Husumer Schiffswert Kaltschmidt & Kleeback GMBH,
ZingeJ- 14,
225 Husum,
WEST GERMANY

Howaldtswerke-Deutsche Werf t AG,
Finksweg 29 - 2,
Hamburg lI,
WEST GERMANY

Verband Deutsche Schif f swerften,
Ander Alster 1-2,
Hamburg,
WEST GERMAI.IY
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ANNEX II I
Krupp Fried, GI{BH Krupp Reederei & Kunststoffhandel,
11 Baakenwerder Strasse,
4 - Hamburg
WEST GERI,IA\IY

Glensburger Schif f sbau-Gese llschaf t,
Postbox 145,
D - 2390,
Flensburg,
WEST GERMANY

Boden-Werft lvlotern & Schiffbau GIvIBH,
Bodenstrasse,
7993 Kressbronn,
WEST GERI4ANY.

Holland Shipbuilding Association
POB 98

Dordrecht
NETHERT,ANDS
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RE8LI-SS__BE9_EJVEp

From: EEC Shipbuilders, Linking Committee
Austin & pickersgill Limited
Br.itish Shipbuilders
_chambre. s-yndicale des constructeurs de Navires et de Machinesyarrow (Ship])uilders) Ltd
I1ollarrd Shipbuilding Associati_on

The position of the EEC shipbuilders' Linking committee on the
;;HH:;?ti:;ri;rin;*;"ll;l|, '*"o'n"nisation or the co**,,,i.ty shipbuildins

I. gglg:el_pg:f!I9l_9f rhe Linkins commitree

while the shipbuirding industry of the EEC accepts that there is considerabreovercapacity in the world shipbuilding industry, they cannot agree to furtherreduction in capacity without some purposeful proposars from the EEc on hovran industry of reduced size could be maintained as viabre in the future.
2 - gelggllrls_t!9_ge9s*p!le!_eI_!!e_:r!==!19!

The commission correctry notes that the crisis situation in the communityshipbuilding industry results from a worldwide structurar imbarance betweenproduction capacity and demand.

rt is, however, not mentioned that the capacities of the community yards, incomparison with others, have been expanded in a very cautious way. Theovercapacity is certainly not caused by the EEc shipbuilding industry.
The Linking committee remarks that the document emphasises the inadequacyof our competitiveness without any reference to the overcost resurting fromits economic and sociar environment and high safety standards (this is notpeculiar to shipbuilding but is prevalent in the whore of community industryand even in the community's economy), and to the excessively low prices nowquoted on the international market as a resurt of the keen competition nowprevailing.

The serring prices of yards in non-EEc countries are in many cases not cost_based but designed to oust the others from the market. For instance in r.976
'fapanese prices were 20 to 3Q% rower than in 1974, although internationalstatistics indicate high price and cost increases in Japan.

Paragraph r-A.2 0f the commission,s cofiununication does not mention thedependence of many commu'ity yards on production for export. This is not thel-east of the reasons that the community shipbuilding industry is so hard hit,for until now these yards exported the major part of their production.
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ANNEX IV-

Their quota in worrd shipbuitding export markets has dropped very sharply
due to the upsurge of protectionism in recent months, and due to the attempted
ousting of competitors from export markets by the Japanese shipbuilding industry.

The Linking Committee requests the

structure and situation of the EEC

ion to the Council.

Commission to give its evaluation on the
shipbuilding industry in the Communicat-

getserl ils -3- 
geEBs! rlv-P59gs9! rel -eEiee! rve

Under point IV - proposal for a Council resolution - it is proposed that the

Council endorse a production objective of 2.4 m. cart.

The Linking Committee objects in principle to any arbitrary production target
and advances the following main reasons for its refusal (see also enclosure I):

in the present circumstances the quota of 2.4 m cgrt PresuPPoses a

distribution of world shipbuilding production in 1980 of l,/3 each to the

Awes area, Japan and third countries. Such an assumption would however

imply int,ernational agreements on the distribution of newbuilding orders

failing to have reached such agreements, the community shipbuilding
industry, exposed to unfair market competition, is unable by itself to
maintain its market share of recent years

- for that reason, the Community production objective can, in the Present
circumstances, not be determined by reference to the former shareout of

world production.

The Linking Committee considers that the capacity of the EEC shipbuilding
industry should be sufficient to enable it to play its fuII role taking
into account its strategic importance for the independence of the EEC economy.

It is very important to the Linking Committee that adequate shipbuilding
production be ensured during the years L978, 79 and 80, and on this basis

to take all the necessary measures at Community, member state and industry
leve 1.

4. External and inte_!!31_999P9!f!f91_19-glg9lll_gg9g!i999

It is noted in point I.B.3 that, from a competition ang1e,

has drawn up directives on aid, aiming at harmonisation of
measures and diminishing the intensity of aids detrimental
Community competition.

The Linking Committee supPorts a fourth directive in order

distortion of competition within the Community

the Community

governmental aid
to internal

to avoid
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ANNEX IV
This is all the more urgent as the shipbuilding policy adopted in the EEC

should ensure the survival of an internationally competitive industry.

5. l5t9li!y_!9!!_!9_9!g9lr_!g_3_suirable lever or :ltepgilgflg_eglfyfly
and to reconversion

The Communication girres t,hs impression that to protect activity the commissio
relies completely on measures taken by individuar member states.

The Linking corunittee suggests that the comrrrission shourd tJrink of introduc-
ing Community measures for protecting activity, and requests the Commission
to recognise activity preservation and reconversion as equally important aim

The Linking committee further requests clarification on the 600 m. u.A.
figure before it can make any comment.

6. Reduction 9[ -93p19]!y-y]9:3:y rg_r9g99! rel _g!_erggyg! rgt

rn the commission's communication no distinction is made between reduction i:
capacity and reduction in activity. It is however a fact that shipbuilding
activity must be continuously adjusted to the leveI of demand which is itsel
geared by the market situation, whereas capacities must be adjusted to the
structural change in requirements and to the leve1 of these requirements as
estimated in the Iong term.

The r,inking Committee is of the opinion that a cut in capacity, based on the
Present situation of crisis, would result, taking into account the recovery
expected in the earry 1980's, in dismantling the European shipbuirding
industry which would no longer be able to maintain its proper position on
the world newbuilding market.

The commission estimates that 75,OOO more blue collar workers will become
redundant. Also white collar workers should be covered in the employmenL
f igures.

In the present difficult economic circumstances, the creation of new jobs
for these redundant workers seems to be very uncertain.

As to internar reconversion, possibirities are very limited, and, taking
into account previous failures, this seems very unlikely to be successful.

According to the Linking committee the commission's estimate for unavoidable
redundancies in related industries should, taking into account the figure
advanced for redundancies in the yards themselves, at least be doubled.

The Linking Committee welcomes the intervention of the Sociat Fund and the
Regional Fund. rn t,his context it should, however, be clarified as soon as
possible, which additional measures are possible in the framework of the
SociaI Fund.
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ANNEX I V

The Linking Committee has investigated the Commission's proposals for
financing the rat-ionalis.rtion and reconvr:rsj.on tnc(rsrrr€rs an<1 would rLrquest

further information on neasures which tho Conlnissiorr lr.rs jrr nrirrcl , irrl.ornr.rt--

ion which would enable shipbuilders to consider the rec<>nveirsion possibilit-
ies. There is littIe or no prospect of the shipbuilding industries being

able to provide financing for these purposes from their owr resources.

In enclosure II the Commission notes that an investment volume of 4.65
billion U.A. would be financed as follows:

I. member countries national budgets 1,750 billion UA

2. financing by enterprises 2,gOO billion UA

(a) own capital
(b) Community loans
Remains to be seen:

Concerning (1): how these amounts are distributed
amongst member states and how they
can be raised there

ConcerninS Q): what part will be covered by Community

loans; on what conditions Lhese loans
will be granted and if interest
subsidies will be given.

7 . yerle!119-Eee=e!g9-l_g!regle!tlg_9eIlel

To stimulate demand for new tonnage it is necessary to promote a

coordinated common maritime policy; in several places the paper seems to
accept the need for such a maritime policy but no specific measures are
proposed to achieve it.

The Linking Canmittee considers that the introduction of environmental and

safety measures is not being given sufficient support. Since this mat+-er

will be presented at the IMCO Diplomatic Conference in February 1978 for
discussion, the Commission should advance a positive and unambiguous stand-
point as soon as possible.

The Linking Committee also suggests that it is advisable to consider a scrap
and build programne in the context of a general EEC maritime policy.

8. Action at international leve1

The Commission is in favour of the enforcement of Community actions at
international leve1.
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ANNEX IV

At the same time the Commission says that no satisfactory results can be

expected within OECD as regards the organisation of the market.

In this sit,uation the Linking Committee asks, what ideas the Commission

has in respect of action at international leveI.
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ANNEX IV

Reply received from Austin & pickersgill Limited

Dear Lord Bessborough,

r am replying to your retter of 14 February, awaiting me on return
from abroad, about working Document 47L/77 of the European parriament.

As you no doubt appreciate, we are now a member company of the
publicly-owned corporation, British Shipbuilders, and it may well be that
the consoliditea view of the industry on this Document should be sought
from the central policy group. The appropriate person to write to, if you
have not already done so, would be -

M.B. Casey, Esq.,
British Shipbuilders,
243, Knightsbridge,
IONDON SW7.

r am therefore confining myserf to rather superficial personal
ansvrers to your questions:

(1) No.

(ii) Yes

(iii) Broadly speaking, yes, but coherent action on many will prove
difficurt to achieve in the rather limited time avairabre.
Furthermore, it seems reasonable to postulate that those national
shipbuilding industries which have expanded their output most
should accePt a larger percentage share of the overall contraction
than those which have expanded reast. The most useful action
in the short term might be for the European Corrnunities to use their

'lnuscle" within OECD to halt the present credit EElc€r particularly
in respect of ships for the so-called lesser developed countries,
which has already got guite out of hand, except in the UK.

A return to harmonised credit would permit a substantial reversion
towards orderly marketing, dependent only on price (whether
subsidised or not), in place of the total chaos at pfesent prevailing,
worldvride.
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ANNEX IV
(iv) Unable to make a j,rdgment.

(v) we have just completed a c.30 million reconstruction of our
shipyard. No further plans for major investment are envisaged
at present. we have no plans for radical diversification of
re source s.

(vi) Radically new technology in ship design is seldom well received
by shipowners unless they themselves initiate it. production
technology is unrikety to advance in the next 10-15 years, except
perhaps in the field of computer-aided design, at anything
approaching the pace of the last ro-r5 years. strip Lypes wilr
continue to evolve principally to meet the demands of the market
prace. Few radicarly new types of vesser are likery to appear,
excePt perhaps in the offshore sector where production technology
continues to change at a rather fast rate.

I hope the above remarks may be of some srnaIl help.

Yours sincerely,

Chairman
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ANNEX I V

Reply received from British Shipbuilders

Dear Lord Bessboroughr.

Thank you for your letter of 14 Pebruary, 1978 asking for the views
of British Shipbuilcters on the Conununication from the Commission of the
European Corununities to the Council on the reorganisation of the Corununity

shipbuilding industry.

I enclose for your information a copy of a paper prepared by the
EEC Shipbuilders' Llnking Committge which sets out the views of the

Linking Conunittee on the Commission's Corununication. This paper was

presented by the Linking Committee to EEC Corunissioner Viscount Davignon

on 10 ,January, 1978 at a meeting held at his invitation to discuss the
Cormnunication.

( ii)

The ansvrers to the specific questions in your letter are as follows:

British Stripbuilders were not formally consulted by the
Conunission in the pretrnration of its proposals. Conunissioner

Davignon did hold a meeting with the l,inking comnittee of EEc

Shipbuilders on 20 October L977 at which there was general
discussion on EEC policy. This was before the Commission's
proposals were published, There was also the meeting referred
to above on 10 January when the l,,inking Conunittee presented
their views on the proposals. Viscount Davignon also had a
short informal discussion on general matLers with the Ctrairman

and other Board members of British Sripbuilders when he was in
London on 10 November 1977.

we agree in broad terms with the Commission's anal-ysis of the
causes of the serious world-wide imbalEnee betnueen production
capacity and demand, But detailed grlticifns qf certain points
in this analysis are set out in the Linking Committee's PaPer.

(i)

(ili) we do not consider
&
(Iv1 in anY waY adequate

they will not have
providing orders in

the measures suggested in the Communication are

to meet the qurtrent qrisis. In particular
any effect on the inunediate problem of
the short term.
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ANNEX IV

(v) These questions are currently being examined in the course of

tiil preparing British $ripbuilders' first corporate ptan which has
to be submitted this year to the Secrelary of St-ate as required
under Section 7 of the Aircraft and Stripbuilding Industries Act 1977.
In general, however, there has heen considerable rationalisation
of merchant shipyards in Britain in recent years and several yards
have carried out major schemes of Jnedernisation.

please let me know if there is any further way we can assist you in
your consideration of the Commission's proposals. We do not consider any of
the information in this letter or the enclopure to be confidentiar.

Yours sincerely,

A. I'[cDona1d.
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ANNEX IV

REPLY RECEIVED FROM TIIE CII\MBRE SYNDIA\LE DES CONSTRUCTEIJRS DE

NAVIRES ET DE MACHINES IIIARINES.

I. Consultation bv the Commission

The 'Chambre Syndicale' and the other national associations in the

EEc are members of the Shipbuilders' Linking Committee. The latter had

unofficial contact with the Direitorate-General for Industry in the

preparation of the ProPosals.

After this text was submitted to the Council the representatives

of the Linking Committee were received by Commissioner Davignon.

II. Analysis oflhe-Sria+g

We agree with the Commission's analysis of the causes of the crisis-
we regret, however, that attention was not drawn to the special

responsibility of Japan for present overcapa,city. Between 1968 and

I973 Japan carried out massive investment despite warnings from EEC

shipyards which, in the same Period, increased their production only

very moderately.

It must also be pointed out that the EEc's competitors are now

offering prices on the international market 30 to 40% be]-ow L974

prices. These comPetitors are :

- shipbuilders in socialist countries in which the relationship between

selling price and cost price defies economic analysis,

- shipbuilders in developing countries in which rates of pay bear no

relation to those of European shiPbuilders,

- Japanese shipbuilders who, belonging to large grouPs, enjoy extremely

favourable supply arrangements and economic and financial support

(the only Japanese shipyards in difficulty are the smaller on€s which

do not belong to the big groups) -

Furthermore, the Japanese government has, until only recently,

succeeded in undervaluing the yen; this has enabled its shipyards to

keep e:<ports at a practically constant Ieve1.
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III. Measures envisaqed bv the EEC

The policy to be implemented must supplement the measures Put
forward in the Fourth Directive to enable European shipyards to overcome

the crisis and to obtain enough orders to maintain a reasonable level
of activity.

The structural improvement programme for the EEC shipbuilding
industry must therefore be drawn up on the basis of medium-term

forecasts, not in the light of probable activity in the next few years.

The Commission, however, seems to have failed to distinguish
between level of activity and level of production. Thus, the objective
of 2.4 million cgrt, as forecast in the communication to the Council,
was calculated on the basis of foreseeable requirements as assessed by

e:<perts at the beginning of 1976; these forecasts in fact turned out

to be lower than the actual orders received in the last two years.

On the other hand, v/e agree with the position adopted by the

European Parliament which, in considering the Fourth Directive,
emphasized the need to define a maritime policy.

We believe that the fleet of the EEC countries should be commensurate

with the industrial and commercial importance of the Nine and the

transport requirements it implies.

our shipbuilding capacity should be estimated with reference to

the tonnage of the fleet required. This does not mean that European yards

should build all the vessels needed for Community shipping but a balance

should be established between sales and purchases of ships - imports

of ordinary ships and ercports cif the most conplex tlpes of ship, as

indeed was the practice in France before the crisis.

IV. Assessment of funds required

Compared to the figure put forward by the yards themselves
(75, OOO jobs) 30,000 jobs in related industries rePresent less than

half the amount required. It must be borne in mind that shipbuilding
j.s an industry which creates more jobs in sub-contracting enterprises
than in the shipyards themselves.
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Moreover, a large number of these sub-contractors are located in
the same job catchment areas as the yards and will therefore suffer
directly from the slowdown in shipbuilding activity, particularly as

the disappearance of jobs in the yards, primarily as a result of natural
wastage, wilI have an immediate impact on the economic activity of
the region.

while the estimate in units of account of the amount to be spent

on creating new jobs, in order to offset the disappearance of jobs

in the shipyards, is adequate, the overall assessment of expenditure

seems to us too conservative in the light of the observations made

concerning the situation in the related industries, i.e. the number of
people realIy affected.

The financial outlay which the enterprises would be asked to make

would be intolerable given the low Ieve1 of prices fixed under contracts

entered into since the beginning of the crisis and the increase in cost

prices as a result of the slowdown in activity (not to mention the

financial burden resulting from the early retirement of staff which

has been necessary in certain yards in recent months and is now being

envisaged in others in the coming nronths).

The participation of the Community, through the Social Fund, the

Regional Fund and the EIB, constitutes a positive element in the

Commission's proposal. Details of such participation, which no doubt

will sti1l not be enough, must also be given, as regards for example

the conditions to which foans are subject and the possibility of interest
subsidies being granted.

The problem of distribution between the Member States should be

the subject of a general investigation in the light of a study of
restructuring and reconversion projects and investment e><penditure.

V. Restructurinq and conversion

The Commission does not seem to be sufficiently aware of the

difficulties of conversion, in particular those involved in creating
new activities within the shipyards.
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These difficulties would be atl the more serious as the economic

recession is also affecting other sectors technologically close to
shipbuilding. If jobs are to be created in entirely new sectors it
must also be possible for new markets to be found.

Attempts at conversion made in France between 1960 and 1965 have

shown that such operations have a Iimited impact and take a long time

to have an effect.

VI. Technoloqical developments in design and construction

Generally speaking, the equipment used in European, and in
particular French shipyards, does not lag behind ihat used by their
most advanced competitors. ft wiII be necessary, however, in the next

few years for the shipyards to receive adequate fjnancial aid to cnable

them to carry out any technological modifications which may pl:ove

necessary and to perfect some of their equipment.
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ANNEX TV

Reply received from Yarrow (Shipbui-lders) Limited

Dear Sir,

With reference to your letter dated 14 February, 1978 we have pleasure in
replying as requested:-

I) Yarrow (Shipbuilders) Limited largely fa1ls within the category of naval
shipbuilder, so the analysis and policy are not ful1y relevant. This is
actually stated on page 9 (footnote) of the communication from Lhe

Commission to the Council on the reorganisation of the Community Ship-
building fndustrY.

2) You may find the following commenls on your questions of assistdflc€;-

(i) No, our Company was not consulted.

(ii) Yes, but not wj-th respect to Yarrow (ShipbuilCers) Limited.
(see footnote referred to above).

(iii) Yes, but again not with respect to Yarrow (Shj-pbuilders) Limited.
(see footnote referred to above).

(iv) The funding estimat.es are based on a suggested reduction in manning

from a current leve1 of 165,000 to a 1eve1 of 90,000 in 5 years

time. The total currently employed in the IJK (extracted from the
British Shipbuilders' "Review of Affairs") is 63,000 directlv
involved in shipbuilding, plus a further 22,OOO in ship repair,
slow speed marj-ne diesel manufacture and ancilliary shipbuilding
activj-ties. These figures do not include indirect subcontractors.
It would thus appear that the UK employs over 5O/" of the EEC totaI,
which is doubtful, in view of the fact that the UK built only 15%

of the 1975 EEC total. This would appear to throw some doubt on

the magnitude of funding required. It may well be that the two

sets of figur:es are not based on the same parameters in which
case the above cornment in invalidated.
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ANNEX IV

(v) Our expenditure is towards the improvement of our current
capability and extension into the manufacture of GRP vessels. It.
does not entail restructuring or conversion in the sense given in
the Working Document.

(vi) we have a continuing policy of review and development of our design
and construction technology which enables us to remain competitive.
The constraints of UK and overseas governmental requirements impose

controls on the extent to which new technology can be introduced
and also the speed of introduction.

We trust the above is helpful to you in completing your report.

Yours faithfully,
fOT YARROW (STIIPBUILDERS) LIMITED.

(sgd) R.W.S. Easton
Managing Director
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ANNEX TV--

Replv received from the itolland Shipbuildinq Association

Dear Sir,

This is to acknotrledge the receipt of and thank you for your letter dated

April 25, 1978 with the enclosed DocumenL 47L/77.

FOr your guidance we would draw your attention to the H.S.A. brochure,

attached hereto, describing the five medium sized shipyards of our

Association and their building capacities.

To the subsequent questions, put fon^rard in your letLer, we have pleasure

in furnishing you with our comments as follows:

(i) We have not been consulted.

(ii) We agree to the Commission's basic analysis. Hohrever, to our view,

an important factor should be added, namely that for a number of

countries of the Community, the fall of the US do1lar and Pound

Sterling have worsened the already deplorable situation.

(iii) We agree to the objectives laid down in the Document. The Commission's

policy instruments need, in our view, to be ctarified before they can

be judged on their effectiveness.

(iv) We do not consider ourselves sufficiently gualified to judge.

(v) For the yards of our Association approximately HfI. 100,000,000,--

will have to be raised in order to achieve the envisaged restructuring.

(vi) Our yards are situated in the Netherlands where the total cost of a

man-hour to the employer is high and will remain high unless a complete

economical breakdown would occur.
In the context of the sizes of ships (smatI to medium) ttrat can be

built we are to aim at:

(a) design and construction of (very) special and sophisticated
vessels in order to reduce the scope of the competition and
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ANNEX IV

(b) streamlining design and production methods. Optimal use of
modules (b1ocs) complete with outfit and rationalisation of the

building process in order to reduce the number of man-hours.

The measures ,,in concreto" do differ from yard to yard and as

matters stand today we are not in a position to give a

reasonably accurate estimate of the costs that will be involved.

we hope that our replies will be of some assistance to you.

Yours faithfullY,

HOLLAND SHIPBUILDING ASSOCIATION U.A.

Encl. HSA brochure
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AFFAIRS, E}IPLOYMENT AND EDUCATION

DTAftSMAN : MT M. A. VANDEWIELE

On 24 January 1978 the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and

Education appointed Mr VANDEWIELE draftsman.

The committee considered the draft opinion at its meetings of
18 and 25 April 1978 and adopted it unanimously at the latter meeting.

Present: Mrs Dunwoody, acting chairman; Mr Pistillo, vice-chairman;
Mr Vandewiele, draftsman; t"tr A1bers, Mr Bertrand, Ir{r Cunningham, Mr Delmotte,
Iqr De Keersmaker (deputizing for l,tr Wawrzik), Mr Dinesen, I{r Dondelinger,
I,lrs Kellett-Bowman, W Lezzl, I,!r Santer and Mr Vanr,,elt,hoven.
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I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The Communication from the Commission to the Council on the reorganiza-
tion of the Cor,rnunity shipbuilding irrdustry was prompted by the existing
imbalance between production capacity and demand.

A few figures reveal the serious implications of the crisis for
employment in this sector. Whereas annual production between 1974 and

1976 stood at around 33,000,000 grt, it has since fallen to 13,000,000 grt.
At the same time, the Community's share of the world fleet has dropped

from over 25% Ln 1970 to approximaxeLy 20% in 1976.

This has led at national level to the abolition of overtime,
the reduction of working hours and the dismissal of workers. Aid

is beinq supplied in various forms and this can be expected to
increase in the coming years if employment in the yards is
to be maintained, since everything points to a further drop in orders right
into the 1980s.

At international leve1 there has been an OECD agreement aimed at- the
reduction, in an appropriate manner, of production capacity and affirming
the principle of fair compet.ition.

As for the Cornmunity, successive directives have been issued coordina-
ting aids to shipbuildingl. In addition, in regions with a high concentration
of shipbuilding the Regional Fund has taken action in the form of investment aiming
to create or preserve over 30,000 jobs. On the other hand, intervention in
this sector by Lhe Social Pund has been modest; it should be noted, for
instance, that the Council has not approved the Commission's proposal for
applyincl Art.icle 4 of the decision on the uses of the Social. Fund to
benefit workers in the shipbuilding industry.

II. THE CO$MIJlirCATrgN

Against this background, the Corilnission now proposes to reorganize the
Community's yards to enable them to remain competitive in the world market.
This will however mean that the present 1eve1 of emplolzment (165,000

persons) can no longer be maintained.

In this context, the Commission believes two main measures to be

necessary: the retraining of workers within the yards and redeplolzment

outside l-he industry.

The number of workers within the yards who would be affected by

reorganization is estimated at approximately 75,000, to which must be added

those workers employed in supply industries, estimated by the
Commission at as many as 30,000.

1 th. most recent of these is Directive 7B/33a/EEc; oJ No. L 98, 11.4.Lg78, p.19.
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rn addition to t.he pr:opt:sec ccorrrinate,d state actions, roans, inter-
vention by the EuroDean In,.restment Bank and Comilunity loans, a coherent system

of social measures wil'l ob'..'ic>usry he rcquj-red as welr to <iear with this situation"

since the social Fund's reeources F.re far too rirnited at present to provide
an effeetive solution to tne social. problems vrithin th_a yards, other funds
must be found' The commission itself pr.rpcses that the soc.:ial probrems
caused by the crisis itself arrcl the consequences of the community prograrnme
should be st-udied in clepth and the necessary social measures drafted in
cooperation between the cornmr';nity institutions arrd with the help of those
concerned.

Having regard to these considerations, the commission requests the
council to adopt a resolution requiring that production capacities for nerv
ships be fixed with reference to the market situation. The resulting un-
emplolzment in the sector must be solved by the creation, where possible, of
new jobs and by a aeries of suppiernentary social measures.

III. OTHER ACTTONS

on 2 March 1978 a Tripartite conference was held between representatives
of the commission, the emproyers and the European Metalv/orkers ' rederatio*.

Mr DAVIGNON, Member of the Commissionr explaiqed to.the conference
that the implementation of the corrurnission's scheme would entail the loss of
at least 90,000 jobs. Mr \R.EDELrtiG, vice-president of the commission,
speaking about the social aspects of the plan, said that the
commission intended to solve the social and employment probrems by coordinated
application of the social Fund, the Regional Fund, loans from the ErB, the
use of a proportion of the appropi:iations for indsstries undergoing conversion,
and by apprication by anaiogy of Articre 56 of the ECSC Treaty on
facilitating the financing of programmes for the creation of new emproyment
opportunities. rn addition, supprementary meaaures of a social nature wourd
be taken within the shipbuilding sector.

The employees' representatives had expressed the viertr before the
conference that the commission's production foreeasts for the coming
years were unduly pessimistic. However, at the conference itself, the
employees' representatives expressed general support for the cornmission,s
ideas, and also proposec that a smarl working party be set up eourposed
of representatives from the three partners to examine more closely the
the irprications of the proposed reorganization measures for erpro]rment
and to make a general analysie cf the situation.

since the employers' rePresen+,atives were unable to asree to this proposal,
the commission proposed that it. shoul-rl take new initiatives in the near future.

'|- See Annexes I and fI to this ooinion
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Cornmittee on SociaI Affairs, Employment and Education, expressing
surprise at being merely asked for an opinion on a matter which had such
enormous implications for emplolzment, whereas it should, in fact, have been

the committee responsible, requests the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs to incorporate the following critical remarks and concrete proposals
into its motion for a resolution:

welcomes the fact that the commission, in its communication on the
reorganization of the community shipbuilding industry, devotes a

comparatively large amount of attention to the social aspects and, not
1east, the emplolment aspects;

Regrets, however, that, the Commission,s only response to the major
challenge which the disastrous effects on employment represent is to
put fonrard generar proposars for the retraining and redeplolment of
workers;

Expects that the Commission - having regard to the all too limited resourcea
at the Soeial Fund's disposal for dealing with problems of such magnitude,
not least considering that other sectors, such as the textiles industry, are
struggling with similar problems - will immediately start drawing up more
concrete and effective proposals than the present ones;
Does not consider the proposed facilities for alternative emplolzment
particurarry realistic either, since the yards are mainly situated in
disadvantaged regions of the community, where there is already a high
leveL of unemployment;

Believes in this connection that much better statistical data will be
needed than that provided by the Commission in order to ascertain the
age distribution and qualifications of those affected, with a view to
determining realistically the possibilities for the premature retirement
of workers and their retraining;

Believes, also, that in order to assess the practical possibilities for
effective action, statistical data must be collected on the consequences
of the proposed reorganization for subcontractors supplying the shipbuilding
industry and on the chances of creating new jobs within the ship repair
industry.

Proposes that consideration should be given to the possibility of concluding
readaptation agreements for workers in the shipbuirding industry, by
analogy with the provisions of the ECSC Treaty. This would make possible,
inter alia:

the payment of tideover arlowances so that unemproyed workers could
retain their fuIl wage while waiting for a new job;

the payment of allowances to compensate workers for loss of wages, to cover
removal expenses, training and retraining costs and to facilitate early
retirement.

7.
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ANNEX I

I{T VREDELING!S SPEECH

AT IIIE TRIPARTITE COMERENCE ON SHIPBUILDING

Brussels, 2 l"larch 1978
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2 March 1978

ON SHIPBUILDINGI{R \REDELING.S SPEECH AT THE TRIPARTITE

BRUSSELS, 2

CONFERENCE

MARCH 1978

EI.,IPLOYME}flT

The Commission is aware that the crisis which affects the sector and

which may increase in extent in future years has serious consequences on

employment. The number of shipyard workers has dropped by almost 10% in the
Iast two years, although a number of conpanies have cut out virtually all
overtime, reduced working hours, encouraged employees to leave and cut
recruitment to the bare minimum.

The Member States too have taken various measures to support their
shipyards. Although these national measures take different forms, they are
mainly directed towards keeping employment at the highest possible level.

In its Communication to the Council the Commission considers that an

effective restructuring operation in the shipbuilding sector could affect
approximately 75,000 jobs, L5,000 of which would be vacated by natural
wastage. This rough calculation does not however take account of per capita
productivity increasing so much that the estimated number of workers
affected wiIl probably be higher.

The effects on unemployment, the crisis affecting the sector and the
reorganization measures to be taken must be quantified more clearIy. The
possible medium-term revival and its effects on employment must be included.
When taking the accompanying social measures, this possible revival must also
be taken into consideration, though this should not serve as an excuse to
neglect the grave short-term employment problem.

SOCTAL MEASURES

Once the objective of reorganization has been defined for the industry,
the consequences for employment must be recognized; these wirl be of two
kinds:

(a) workers will have to be retrained within the sector (internal conversion
as part of the quaritative adaptation of production facirities);

(b) workers losing their job in the sector will have to be given help. I{eans
will have to be impremented to create jobs outs.ide shipbuirding,
accornpanied by social measures on behalf of the workers affected.
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SUMMARY OF EXISTING I4EASURES

ESEgEEIE_EE-qtg{tL_qE_YE_!9tsU8_Yr__EgNp

Since its establishment, the Fund. has backed 225 projects in shipbuilding
areas, thus helping create more than 34,OOO jobs. However, it is very
difficult to give an accurate asEessment of the role played by the Regional
Fund in creating new jobs outeide the shipbuilding sector and gain a clear
picture of the real stimulating effect of the Fund on the redeplolzment of
workers leaving the sector. It is however obvious that not only must the
Fund continue to take action but also that this action must be considerably
expanded in shipbuilding areas.

Hitherto, the main aim of the Fund has been to supplement the eid to
national regional policy. Ho\ilever, the Commission is now propoei-ng that the
Fund be split; one part (580 mitrion EUA in 1978) would continue to be
allocated to the Fund's traditionar objective, while a ,non-quota, part
(100 million EUA in 1978) would be allocated to specific Cornmunity measures
in certain regions. Although no final decision has been taken on the
matter, it may be e:<pected that, with council approvar, the funds granted
courd be allocated to regions where shipyards are concentrated.

As regards aid to the reoganization of the shipbuilding sector, assistance
resulting in a reduction in the number of jobs in the sector shourd, as far
as possible, be granted only if alternative employment is provided or if other
measurea are agreed to absorb the redundant workers.

u P _T9 _E_q,guqutq _EEq9YE3E

The Commission has juet received Council approval for a very substantial
credit facility enabling the Conmunity to contribute to projects which have a
stimulating effect on economic recovery. It will be possible in the foreseeable
future to finance investments in growth sectors yet to be specified.

The task of the Commission, perhaps in collaboration with the European
Investment Bank, is to draw up poliey guidelines. An attempt witl obviously
be made to adjust these new community financing facilities as far as possible
with the requirements of those sectors with structural difficulties.

TIIE EUROPE.LN SOCITL FTJND

The European sociar Fund may grant aid for the folrowing purposes :

(i) facilitating the training of persons who need to acquire, widen, adapt or
improve their professional knowledge and abitity;
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(v)

(ii) facil_itating the transfer of those persons, together with their families,

who are obliged to change their place of residence in order to pursue a

professional or trade activity and in their integration into the new

social and working environment;

(iii) eliminating obstacles which make it difficult for certain categories of

disadvantaged workers to take up available emplolrment (older and

handicaPPed workers) ;

. The Fund can also grant aid in accordance with the requirements of:

(iv) maintaining, for a fixed period, the income of persons who have lost
their jobs or whose activites have been reduced or suspended, and who

are awaiting training or employment;

helping to inform and guide persons seeking employment or re-employment;

(vi) promoting better working conditions in less developed areas.

In October 1973 the Commission sent the Council a ProPosa1 on making the

provisions of the Fund applicable, on the basis of a special- decision, to

shipyard workers directly affected by gualitative and quantitative reorganization

measures taken in the sector'

This proposal was in line with the poliey then pursued by the Commission

as regards the ESF, and followed similar proposals concerning agriculture and

the textile and clothing industry. However, so many sectors have now run

into ctiffieulties that it is no longer possible to take a special decision in
all these cases on the basis of the relevant Article of the ESF (Artic1e 4)

without running the risk of robbing this ArticIe, directed towards specific
community measures, of all its significance. Although the shipbuilding proposa.l

pending before the Council has not been withdrawn, the Commission is now

trying to use new and different possibilities in the existing provisions of the

ESF and the interpretation thereof which enable it to take consistent social
measures to support the sectors with structural difficulties.

NEW MEASURES

The ever-increasing number of seetors with structural difficulties and

the specific employment problems they cause force the Commission to consider

constantly the desirability ot taking supporting social measures.

I should like to look at some of them here with you, bearing in mind

that some of the measures are still only ideasi none has yet been put into
effect in anY waY.

1. I no longer need to describe to you the problem of

Taking a Communieation from the Commission as its basis,
youth unempLoyment.

the Council asked
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tire commissi-on on 28 October
employme^rt of young workers
ESF.

to take specific steps to encourage the
as part of the opportunities provided for by the

(b)

(c)

(d)

The conmission has drawn up proposars aimed at granting assistance in
those cases where community aid is a priority requirement. consideration is
being given to the possibility of granting a recruitment bonus to companies
to encourage them to recruit young persons in search of work. An attempt
will also be made to assist projects emproying young unemproyed persons for
activities or services of generar benefit (sociar services, ecology,
environment, health, education) .

2' The type of problem affecting the shipbuilding sector for instance is
very reminiscent of the difficurties facing the coar sector a few years ago.
The conclusion of adjustment agreements, in collaboration vrith the national
authorities, could thus be considered for shipyard workers by analogy with
the provisions of the ECSC Treaty. The following measures could be considered,
in line with the provisions of Article 56 of the Ecsc rreaty:

(a) payments allowing unemployed workers to wait for another job while still
receiving full salary;

Palments encouraging the worker to accept another, Iower_paid occupation
(wage compensation);

payment of removal and installation costs;

financing of training and retraining costs;

(e) payments for early retirement (to rphich I shaIl return).

Although no final decision has been taken on this matter, I should add
that the commission is considering, under certain conditions and in certaj-n
circumstances, herping to finance measures to reduce working hours and thus
prevent dismissals.

3' The age structure of workers in the shipbuilding sector and the large
number of worker.t overy forty suggest that redeployment wirl raise very
considerabre problems- Early retirement courd thus conceivably be a sorution.
rn some countries there are arready legar provisions or contractuar agreements
to this effect and measuree of this tlpe are in preparation in other countries.

rt wourd in my opinion be desirabe to collect more information about the
national measures being prepared and gain more precise information about the
actuar age structure of workers in this sector. onry then wilr the commission
be able to judge whether, and to what extent, a community contribution ispossible or desirabre and what community guiderines it shourd foIlow.\
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4. I hold the view that therc must be close consultations with yorr to
examine - for the sector as a whole or for specific regions - the extent to
which any redistribution of working hours can ease the employment problem to
a certain deqree, if not solve it. The 'large-scale' tripartite conference
will deal with this subject in greater detail. Attention must be paid to
increasing the numlcer of holidays and reducing the working week in the case

of shift working.

The Commission is prepared to conduct the necessary studies and

investigations, together with the employee and employer representatives, to
gain greater insight into the actual implications of consequences of the
principles of worksharing. No decision wilt be taken until aIl aspects of
the problem are known.

5. Finally, Iet me point out that the statistics reveal that the amount
of overtime in the sector is fairly substantial arrd that a reduction could be
cons idered.

CONCLUSION

My int-ention has been to make it clear that we have a number of
instruments at Community leveI which could play a stimulating role when

drawing up a social policy for workers affected by the structural difficutties
of the sector in which they work. The Commission is aware that these mea.sures

are not sufficient and that the link between various forms of aid is not
always perfect. The Commission is therefore aiming at improving coordination
between the various Funds and at the same time extending existing measures or
supplementing them with new ones. In this connection, I can inform you that
the Commission recently decided to ask the Council to allocate funds from the
budget to finance supporting social measures for workers employed in crisis
sectors.

This is the second time that both sides of the shipbuilding industry and
the Commission have had direct contact in a joint meeting. r am convinced
that this is the beginning of a permanent dialogue between us. I am moreover
personally convinced that this ongoing consultation is absolutely necessary
and a condition for tackling the sector's difficulties in fult knowledge of
the facts.

However, I hope that we shall not have to confine ourselves in future to
the crisis in shipbuilding. The work in that industry is hard and often
unhealthy or done in arduous conditions; all sorts of problems arise j_n

connection with hygiene, safety and health. Humanization of shipyard work is
undoubtedly one of our urgent tasks and, when Iooking for social measures to
cushion the adverse effects of the crisis, we must consicler improving the
working conditions of employees in the sector.
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AIDE MEMO]RE

Shipbuilding - Meeting on 2 March 1978 in
Brussels between representatives of the EME,

the Linking Committee and the Commission

ANNEX II
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1. The meeting, organized by the Commission, was chaj.red by Mr peel,
Director in DG V, and was attended by l,1r Davignon, Member of the Commission,
and l'!r Vredeling, Vj-ce-President of the Cornmission. It followed on from the
meeting of 19 october L977, at which it was agreed that tripartite, or.even
bilateral, contacts would be organized to inform both sides of the industry
of the Comnission's intentions.

2. Introduction by Mr Daviqnon

In his introductory remarks IvIr Davignon evoked the crisis faced by this
sector, with its sudden and severe drop in orders and substantial decline in
activity, a crisis which was not onry cyclicar but also structurar.

The problem coul-d not be solved without courageous action. This would
have to be at Community leveI, both to tackle the problem as a whole and to
deal with its component features: it should not be thought that individuat
and uncoordinated measures at national leveI could produce better results
than coherent action at community revel. Likewise, community action in
respect of non-Cormunity countries, particularly Japan, could have the
desired effects only on the basis of a coherent policy within the Community.
As part of the qualitative and quantitative adaptation of production
capacities, the Community would have to be capable of indicating the overall
capacity which was economicarly, sociarly and politicarly viabre.

As for the components of the action proposed by the commission, I,lr Davignon
stressed the need to coordinate national aids and to make sure that they were
compatible with the Community target, and recalled the proposals aimed at
raising funds for shipbuilding.

The commission also took the view that action in respect of the shipbuilding
sector wourd have to take account of related probrems. obviousry, the
interests of shipowners and shipbuilders \^rere not identieat and it would not
do to transfer the problems of one sector to the other. However, it would be
neeessary to strengthen the competitive position of the shipowners by a more
vigorous pureuit of the struggle against unfair competition (sub-etandard
ships, unacceptabte working conditions, etc.) .

The shipbuilding sector would continue to present problems and they would
have to be solved step by steP, which meant a constant search for a consensus
among all the parties involved.

rn conclusion, today's topics of discussion could focus upon the following
questions:

Was there a common view of the need for a Community approach in this
sector? was it opportune to arrive at a joint diagnosis of the crisis allowing
a worthwile discussion to be held on the measures which should be taken?
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3. I'1r Vredeling described the social and employment situation in the
ship-building sector (his speech in extenso is appended hereto). He said
that despite shorter working hours, the el-imination of overtime, the encou)rage-
ment of early retirement and restrictions on hiring new personnel, employment
had declined by I0% in the shipyards. National interventions !{exe insufficient
to arrest the deterioration of the employment situation. The measures intended
to put the shipbuilding sector back on its feet should be accornpanied by
social measures such as the retraining of a eertain number of workers - since
modernization was one of the normal consequences of such measures - and the
creation of new jobs for those who would have to leave the sector. The
Regional Fund and the Social Fund could help, but new measures could also be
envieaged, particurarry for young people out of work and waiting for a new
job.

l'1r K6pke, speaking for the workers, said he agreed trith Mr Davignon and
l4r Vredeling, but woutd like to put the following questions to the commission:

1.

2.

3.

4.

-).

was the commission not being too pesimistic in its estimates
Community's future shipping needs?

was there no way of inducing European shipowners to speed up
of their vessels?

of the

replacement

was there any walr of inducing European shipowners to order their vessels
by preferenee from European shipyards?

wourd it be possible b achieve greater voluntary serf-restrain by
holding furt,her talks rarith the Japanese covernment?

When measures to put the shipbuilding
were taken, could this not be done in
redundancies?

sector on a sound economic footing
a well-ordered fashion, avoiding

Mr Kopke said that, in the opinion of the EMF, the present 20% share held
by courmunity shipyards in world shipbuilding output was a minimum below which
shipbuilding would no longer be competitive. Capacities should not be
adapted to the demand in 1980; demand should be encouraged and the general
economic situation improved with a view to fulI employment. These generaJ
measures should be accompanied by specific measures for the sector (minimum
conditions for crews, ne\{ technologies, etc.).

The commission's estimates, he said, were too pessi_mistie and it was
necessary to maintain existing capacities as much as possible, since they
would be needed after 1990.
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I,1r Davignon replied that it was not possible to envisage the reorganization
of a sector without loss of jobs. This was why it was necessary to consider
the creation of new jobs, at the same time, an aim which would be difficult
to achieve. The Commission's diagnosis did not support the view that one

should wait until 1980 before taking action, but as soon as the wish for a

cofimon policy became apparent, it was necessary to be able to have a frank
discuesion on all aspects of the problem. I4r Davignon said that the figure
of 2.4 million cart which had been mentioned in no way reflected the target
envisaged by the Commission, but that this figure threatened to become a reality
if nothing were done with the help of the social partnere.

In conclusion he repeated that the success of Conrmunity action at the
internationar level depended on having an internal coumunity poricy.

I"1r Vredeling supported Mr Davignon's statement that it was impossible to
reorganize a sector without closing down undertakings. The Commission's aim -
obviously - was to avoid redundancies by a series of measures of limited
duration intended to create new jobs. As for matters of unfair eompetition
and harmonization of working conditions, the Commission was dealing with
these matters at present.

4. Settinq up of workinq parties

Mr K6pke proposed two working parties: one to study the rarge of social
measures and employment policy (oc v1 , the other the measures related to
industrial policy and forecasts (DG III).

This proposal did not meet with the immediate assent of the representatives
of the Linking Committee, who said they wished to refer to their principles
in view of the political aspects of this matter.

Mr Lambotte, speaking for Mr Davignon, pointed out that there was no
question of taking decisions in these working parties, but that it was
indispensable - in drafting a policy - to arrive at an agreed diagnosis of
the situation and to make a medium-term projection of the situation.

I'1r Vredeling and Mr Peel also confirmed that these working parties should
assemble all the faets known to both sides of the industry for the benefit
of the industry itself without taking political decisions.

5. In conclusion, the Commission would draft within a week a paper which
would spell out the part to be played by these working parties, and the
parties concerned would notify their reactions as soon as possible after
consulting their affiliated organizations.

Annex: attendance list
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99INION Of ThE COM}iITTEE ON REGIONAL POLICY,,REGIO}IAL PIANNING AND TRA}ISPORT

Draftsman: Mr A DAI,ISEAIIX

on 3l January 1978 the committee on Regionar poricy, Regional
Planning and Transport appointed I,!r Damseaux draftsman.

It considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 29 Irtrarch and
24 May 1978 and adopted it unanimously.

Present: Lord Bruce of Donington, chairman; IIr l4cDonard, vice-
chairman; Mr Damseaux, draftsnEn, Mr Brosnan, Mr Fitch, Mr Hoffnann,
Mr Hughes, IvIr lbrugger, I'tr Noi, Mr Schlms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The communication from the Commission to
of the Community shipbuilding industry reviews
consequences of the present crisis in European

puts forward proposals for a general prograrnme

creasing the profitability of the Comrm.rnity's

the Council on the reorganization
the causes, characteristics and
shipbuilding and on this basis
for restructuring and in-

shipyards.

2. The Commission's programme of reorganization will affect two areas falling
within your conmittee's terms of reference, namely regional policy and transport.
In other words, reorganization in the shipbuitding sector will inevitably
have imprications as regards both regional poricy and sea transport.

An incidental point to be noted is that the Committee on Regional
Po1icy, Regional Planning and Transport has never before been consulted on

proposals for Community action in the shipbuilding sector. This is highly
regrettable in view of the obvious connection between shipbuilding and
regional and transport poricy. so far your committee has onry once had
the opportunity to make its views on the subject known, this being in the
own-initiative rePort drawn up by Ivlr Seefeld on sea transport problems in
the Community (Doc. 5/77).

3. For this reason it would doubtless be desirable to provide committee
members with a brief description of the present situation in the industry
concerned before examining in more detail the repercussions which the pro-
posed reorganization programme wilI have on regional policy and sea transport.

II. COMMENTS ON TIIE PRESENT SITIIATION IN TI{E COMMTJNITY SHIPBUTLDTNG INDUSTRY

4. The g!e-is, now facing the shipbuilding sector, particurarly in the
Community, is so serious that the very survival of Community shipyards could
justifiably be said to be at stake. The present difficulties are twofold.
on the one hand, a large descrepancy has arisen, mainry as a result of the
oil crisis, between capacity supply and demand, particularly in the tanker
sector, where surplus tonnage is considerable. On the other, the Community,s
shipyards face a steady and continuing decline in their share of world
production.

The data assembled by the Commissiorrl sho* that world production of
bulk carriers rose from 7.9 mirlion gross registered tons (grt) in r960
to a record 34.8 million grt in 1975. rn contrast with the enormous

capacity available, demand has been falling gince 1975. In that year orders
amounted to t3 million grt. The world shipbuilding industry is thus faced
with considerable overcaPacity which, as mentioned above, is making itself
most acutely felt in the tanker seetor (more than 66% of total deliveries
in 1975 were oil tankers).

1 ,o. more details see Pages
(Do€-471/77') and the 1975

I to 6 and Annex I of the Commission,s communication
comrotrnication on shipbuilding (Doc.COIrt(7 6). 224 final)
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During the same period (1960-1975) the share of community shipyards in
the world market fe1l by more than 50% Lo less than a quarter of annual I

worrd production (from 5L-l% to 23.3% of totaL annual launchings). alapanese
ship production showed exactly the opposite trend between Ig60 and 1915.
when its share in annuar worrd launchings rose from 21.4 to so.G%.

5' According to figures recently published in Lroyds Register of shipping,
the situation on the shipbuilding market in L977 qras as forlows: overarl
production amounted to 27.53 million grt, i.e. about 25% Iess than in the
previous year; out of this total, Japan aceounted for I1.71 million grt; by
comparison, the Federal Republic of Germany accounted for 1.60 million grt,
France for 1.r1, the united Kingdom for r.02, rtary for 0.7g and Denmark
for 0.71.

on I January 1978 world orders still amounted to only 36.'73 miltion
9rt, i.e. littre more than a quarter of the record 133.44 mirlion grt
reached in March L974. orders placed in L977 amounted to 11 million grt,
i'e., about 2 million grt rower than in 1976 and a long way below the record
62 million grt for 1973. At the beginning of this year wortd orders were
distributed among the major shipbuilding countries as fotlows: Japan 9.9I
million grt, united states,3.60 BrasiL 2.g2, united Kingdom 2.20, sweden
2-o9, France 2.05, the Federar Republic of Germany 1.12 and rtary o.g2.

6. Moreover, the fitrre of the European shipbuilding industry looks far
from rosy. The available forecasts, which must naturally be treated with
a degree of caution, show that the shipbuilding market cannot be expected
to recover until after 1984, and even then only slowly. Assuming an annual
4% growl-h in gross domestic product (cDp), world production of merchant
ships has been estimated at lI.8 million cgrtl for 1980 and 20.2 million cArt
for I985. Although the future implications of surplus produetion capacity
in the shipyards are difficult to assess, the Commission estimates that in
the second half of this decade overcapacity will be running at 40% in the
industry as a whore and almost Go% in the tanker sector.

The cart or 'compensated gross registered ton, is the unit used by theoEcD to take account of the number of hours of work required to b;ilda ship. This, of course, varies depending on the type and size of veEse1.cgrt are the same as grt for standard bulk carriers of more than 5000 dwt.
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There is a danger that Japanese shipyards, which already cover about
half the world requirements for new tonnage, will press ahead with their
offensive by swi'tiching over from giant Eankers to to the construction of
epecialized ships (for example, methane carriers), a sector in which the
community's yards have so far held a relativery strong competitive position.
The participation of new shipbuilding countries, for example BraziI and
south Korea, in the worrd markets wirl very probably also contribute to
a further reduction of the community's share in annual- worrd production.

7 ' The qovernment measures adopted in favour of shipyards in recent years
by virtually arr the shipbuilding nations arso provide a very clear irlustration
of the gravity of the crisis in shipbuilding. rn an effort to ensure the
survival of their labour-intensive shipbuilding industries, most goverments
have resorted to various subsidy arrangements which, with the worsening
crisis, have become more significant and extensive. Government inter-
vention for shipbuirding is usually financial in nature and includes credit
facilities, price guarantees, subsidies for new building work and investment
premiums ' Moreover, a number of countries have not hesitated to take uni-
lateral protective measures. For example, under the ,Jones Act, the United
states has reserved its coastal shipping for vessels built in America.

Although in principle a subsidy policy would be best avoided, the
present situation in the shipbuilding industry is so critical Lhat the
aborition of alt state aid would inevitably resurt in the closure of a large
number of yards, with all the socio-economic consequences that such action
would involve- In the short term, unfortunately, there is no alternative
solution.

8' However, the institutions of the Ecrgpsg!-rg4gqgtJ_are ful1y aware of
the dangers of an uncontrolled subsidy policy. on 4 Aprir rg78 the council
issued a (fourth) directive on aid to shipbuirdingl with a view to preventing
a disastrous 'aid race' and harmonizing aid provisions in the communitv.

For more details on the question of subsidies to shipyards, the
draftsman would therefore refer members to the above directive, to the
relevant commission proposal (Doc. 3gr/77) and to the report drawn up by
Mr Prescott on behalf of the committee on Economic and l[onetary Affairs
(Doc. 465/77) .

9' However, the draftsman would nevertheless like to make two comments on
the matter of financial aid. First, he would emphaticalry point out that i11-
considered and excessive financiar aid not only frequently distorts competition
in the community but will also indefinitery delay or even obstract the
necessary structurar reforms for which the commission is rightly pressing in
its reorganization project. secondly, he would ask the committee responsibre
1 o, 

"o "9r, rr.4. tg. 
', 

p.19
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to investigate, in the light of the overcapacity in the shipbuilding industry
throughout the world, what measures could be taken to ensure that public
funds are not used to create stil} more surplus capacity and thus further
aggravate the situation in the sea transport sector as a logical result
of the effects of such surpluses on freight rates. In this connection it
would undoubtedly be advisable to study ways and means of achieving an

organized and soeially acceptable reduction in eapacity, which in the ultim.rte
analysis would benefit both shipbuilding and sea transPort. It goes without
saying that a coherent subsidy policy and careful capacity reductions can

only be achieved successfully on an international basis. The OECD would

seem an appropriate setting for such action.

III. REGIONAI POLICY II,IPL]CATIONS

10. It is clear that industrial and regional policy are closely inter-related.
This applies in particular to sectors such as shipbuilding, most shipyards
being established in problem industrial regions characterized by high

etructural unemployment, antiquated infrastructure, poorly diversified
industrial aLructurea and average per capita j.ncomea below Conmrrnity or
national Ievels"

11. The European Parliament has repeatedly called for more coordination
of the various Community policies and financial instruments. For example,

in the repor*- drawn up by l,1r Noi on behalf of your committee on the com-

munication from the Commission to the Council concerning guidelines for
Community regional policy (Doc.3O7/77) the Commission was asked to make

'an assessment of the regional impact of all proposals for the development

of Community policies' (paragraph 3 of the motion for a resolution) . The

Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport suggested

that interdisciplinary study teams should be set up to asaess the regional
conaequences of Community measures in other fields, just as it advocated

the creation of regional development programmcs with a view to effective
coordination.

L2. On the subject of specific measures for regions in which the dominant
industries are characterized by a marked recessionr four ccrnmittee has

stated (in the own-initiative report by Mr Delmotte,on aspects of the
Community's regional policy to be developed in the future) that it considers
that 'Community action is justified when certain sectors with structural
difficulties, such as the textile, coalmining, iron and steel and shipbuilding
sectors etc., play a dominant role in numerous important regions'1.

1 *" . 35/77, (paragraph 10 of the resolution) - oJ No c 118 of
16.5.L977, page 52)
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The explanatory statement of the abovementioned report specifies that this
applies to regions which were once powerhouses of growth but now face

diffrcult problems of adaptation owing to economic obsolesence and competitive
pressure which are often too onerous for the regions to cope with themselves

and therefore call for Community aid.

The opinion drawn up by Mr Schyns for the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education on the communication from the Comrnission to the
Council concerning the review of the rules governing the tasks and operations
of the European Social rundl put forward similar views on behalf of your

committee and expressly mentioned shipbuilding as an industry which should

be considered for aid in the framework of the Community's regional policy.

During its fact-finding mj-ssion to Scotland and to North-West England,

a delegation fronr the Committee on Regional Po1icy, Regional Planning and

Transport was able to gain a first-hand impression of how unfavourably the
working and living conditions of the population were affected by the decline
of a once dominant and prosperous branch of industry, in this case the

Strathclyde and Merseyside shipyards2.

13. In this connection, your committee was pleased to learn that between

its inception (in March 1975) and the end of September L9'77 t-h.e European

Reqional Development Fund (ERDF) 'has paid out an estimated 78.65 million
u.a. in regions where there is a high concentration of shipbuilding', this
sum covering '225 projeets involving a total investment of 1,740 million
u.a. and the creation or preservation of 34,II2 jobs in France, Germany,

Italy and the United Kingdom' (see page I of the Commission's communication).

At the committee meeting on 29 l,larch l-9'78, during the initial exchange

of views on the document under consideration, your chairman and draftsman

asked the Commission for further information on aid from the ERDF. Annex II
gives a detailed survey of ERDF interver:tion in favour of industrial invest-
ment projects in regions with high concentrations of shipyards. To be more

precise, this survey covers the number of projects, the number of newly

created or preserved jobs and the amount of ERDF aid for each individual
region and for the Community as a whole during the priod from tlarch 1975

to September L977 inclusive.

PE 48.48I, see report by Mr Adams (Doc. A4/77)

See report by Mr Evans on this fact-finding mission (Pr 48.a83/fin)
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L4. The lisi reproduced in Annex I (also provided by the Commission) shows

that during the same period direct intervention from the ERDF was used to
support 17 projects (estimated total exlpenditure 2.52 million u.a.). I(he

investments involved totalled 27,762,7O8 u.a. and made it possible to create
or preserve 1,082 3obs in Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, France,

ftaly and the United Kingdom.

The furrd has aiso provided assistance for lIl industrial infrastructure
projects in the United Kingdom.

15. Althougtr r-t is possible to make a precise assessment of the ERDF's

con{-:r ibutlcr: 1-o t},e shipbuilding industry in the three years af ter it was

created, tl're *;ame unfortunately by no means applies to the Reqional Fund's

future contributron to the Community's shipyards.

The Corrrissic,n estimates the cost of reorgan:-zinq the Community's ship-
building rndr-rst,rv- and directly allied sectors at 4,650 mj-Ilion u. a. over a

period of 5 years. fhis astronomical sum would have to be raised from three
separate sources., namely: the industry itself, state funds and the financial
instruments of the Cornmunity, fhe Community's contribution would come from

the appropriat-ions entered in the budget for industries undergoing conversion
and from EIB intervention, Corffnunity borrowing, and recourse to the European

Social Fund and the EP.DF.

16. On the basj-s o-f the financial assessment reproduced in Annex II of the

communication, thj.s wculd mean in practical terms that the authorities in the
Member States vrould have to contribute 1,750 million u.a. to the reorganization
of this sectcr and the shipbuilding companies 2,9OO million u.a. The ship-
builders could r:aise a proportion of these funds from the Community, either
through EIB l-rltet:ventron or through borrov,ring. fhe national authorities
could obtain assistance from the ESF and the ERDF 'in both cases within the

Iimits of the funds'" In the case of the ERDF this means that Community aid
could only be granted to shipyards in areas already receiving national region-
aI aid. fhe Corunission adds that the scope for intervention by the ERDF could
be extended thro.rgh the 'off quota' section 'if in conjunction with the l"lember

States, it prcves possj-bIe to undertake schemes specifically aimed at creating
new jobs in those ::egions and zones where the effect of the reduction of ship-
yard capacity on the existing employment situation is to create a problem

which has alr.-ady sufficlently serious aspects' (see first paragraph on page

lB of the communication).

As the Cc-.:mmission points out on page 3 of Annex II, it is undor:btedly

true that aid from ERDF could bolster the effect of national intervention,
but j.t is impc,ssibl-e on the basis of the Commission's analysis to assess how

much assistance wil-I be needed from the ERDF and what ccntribution it can be
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erq)ected to make to the arleviation of the shipbuirding crisis. rn the
draftsman's view, the financial analysis of the regional aid to be provided
by the Community is insufficiently detailed.

L7. In conclusion, it should be noted that, the evaluation of regional poticy
implications in the framing of sectoral policy is to be welcomed, as is also
the emphasis placed on the coordination of the various comrrunity financial
instruments, since this will indisputedly serve to make Corununity efforts in
the regional and financial spheres very effective. In this connection, horr-
ever, it is essential for the Commission to submit a more detailed financial
assessment as soon as possible.

IV. SEA TRANSPORT IMPLICATIONS

18. Ihis section first assesses the present
sect,or and then deals with the repercussions
measures on Community shipping.

situation in the sea transport
of the Commission's proposed

In the last two years the European Parliament has several times er<pressed

its views on the problems of sea transport. For this reason, the draftsman
feels that it would be desirable simply to summarize the general situation as

regards sea transport and to prwide recent data and figures on some aspects
of this situation. For a detailed analysis of the problem, attention is
therefore drawn to the folloring documents:

- Interim Report by },lr Seefeld on behalf of the Committee on Regional Po1icy,
Regional Planning and Transport on sea transport problems in the Corununity
(Doc. 5/77) t

Interim Report, by l,lr Prescott on behalf of the Conmittee on Economic and

Itlonetary Affairs on the Community shipping industry (Doc. 479/75\;

Report by llr l{cDona1d on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport on the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council (Doc. 540/77) for a regulation concer-
ning accession to the United Nations Convention on a code of conduct for
Iiner conferences (De. 47/78); and

Opinion by I4r Nyborg for the Cornmittee on External Economic Relations on

the report on the present state of relations between the European Community

and the Eastern European state trading countries and COMECON (PE 5L.342)
(rapporteur: Iar Schmidt) - (Doc.89/78) (PE 50.003/fin.).
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A. Ile_prsgg!!_91!s3!t9!_3t_rggerg:_sse_lreltpgr!

L9- Ihe energy crisis has had a dramatic effect not only on the shipbuilding
industry buf- also on the Community's sea transport sector, which has been
facing j-ncreasing difficulties.

The cottsiderable world tonnage surplus and the resulting reduction in
freight rates have combined with ever increasing competition from tSird
countries to threaten the very existence of a large number of shipping com-
panies in the EuroPean Community. The surplus tonnaqe on the world freight
market has recentry reached corossar proportions. At the end of !976, for
example, 881 seagoing vessels with a total carrying capacity of 45.d million
tons were laid upl. rf account is also taken of the increased numbers of
ships which make slow turnarounds or sail without full cargoes, it will be
obvious that freight rates have in many cases faIlen belolr the threshold of
prof itab i lity.

ltris situation, which is in itself disquieting, is aggravated for
EuroPean shipoviners by unprecedented competition from fleets which sail under
flags of convenience and from ships from countries with centrally controlled
economies or developing countries which understandably wish to extend their
own fleets.

s

20. As a result of these unfavourable developments, the share in the world
fleet of shlppinq companies established in the Communitv has considerably
declined and will continue to do so.

In the 15 years between 1959 and 1975 the 'Community, share feII from
35.4 to 2O.7%. Taking the expansion of the merchant fteet as a criterion,
the growth rate of the EEC fleet over the sarne period amounted, Eo 7g%, i.e.
Iess than the world average of L99% and far lower than the figures for cheap
flag countries (33O%) or state-trading countries (4LO%)2.

On I Januaxy L978, the world merchant fleet numbered 32,239 vessels with
a total carrying caPacity of 625.8I1 million tons. The Community,s Ehare j.n
this total an,ounted to scarcely 2@/" (76.4 million Srt).

NoEI McMahcn, 'Energy - Implications for 1tansport', in Transport,
September L977, p. 367

communication from the commission to the councir on the cqnmunity's
relations with ncn-member countries in shipping matters (coM(75) 34r,/finar).
The cheap flag ccuntries include: Liberia, panama, Hondurag, Costa Rica,
Lebanon, Hong Kong, Singapore, Cyprus, Somalia and Bermuda
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The following tabLc sh,-.rws thc srzc of merchanc fLeets (:.n milI.i-ons grt)
in the most important maritime states r-n the ComrnLinity, trrgethe]: wrth the

position they occupy in Lhe world league. For comParlson the Eable also

provides figures for a nunJ:er cf chird countries with n'.arcr srrppinE corrunit-

ments (source: 'Lloyd's Regrister of ShipPj-ng')-

EEC

United Kingdom

Franc e

ItaIy
Federal Republic of
Germany

Denmark

Nether lands
Belgium

Cheap flag countries
ILrber 1a

Panama

Singapore
Cyprus

Bermuda

Other s

Japan
2

Greece

Norway

Soviet Union

united States
Sweden

Spain

PoIand

3I"65 (million grt)
1t.6r
11" 1I

9. 59

5.33
tr ,cl

t. 59

7!J.:rr

19. 4tr

6.19
z- / 2

L.15

40.04
29.52

27 .44
)1 Z.A

I5" iO
'- ,i 

-1

i, i9
)i

3rd (place)

9rh

r0rh

1 lth
i 7th
IBth
2 9rh

lst
7rh

t4rh
2 )-oo

27+--h

2nd

4rn

5rh

6th
8rh

I , rl.

I3 tl'r

r.9 Li,

It is clear that i:hc r:elative dec'-lnc' rr - re Cornrnr-rnrty's merchant f leet
has not been caused by a relative s-i-,.lli: rt-r the industry or ln external trade.
Stilt less is it due to thc- st.i:rrciur:e of the fieet. Quite apart f:om tlr.e

fact that the European f leet Ls one c:: the 'young'est-' in the world, Europe's
share in the pror-iuction of technolr)grcarly advanced or specialized bulk
carriers is verv high. r'or example, 38'% of gas tankers (l,NG or Liquid
Natural Gas tankers) and about 13% of container shrps sail under the flags
of Member States of the Community.

More rhan L/5th (2o.3%) of
the EEC's total share, is r

It should be noted. Ehat, b1z

(about 25 million grt) sail

the eirtlie world merchanr: f leet, i. e. more than
erlrstered in Monrc;vra

tonnag:e, about half the Greek bulk carriers
rrnder foreign flags
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2L. On the contrary, this decline in the Community's fleets at world level
is due Iargely to external considerations, the main factors involved being
as follows: first, flag discrimination, which covers a whole range of
measures designed to reserve cargoes for ships flying national f1agsI (inter
alia the unilaterally imposed trade practice of fob purchasing and cif

)
selling'); various types of financial and fiscal- preferential arrangemcnts

introduced by state authoritles (price calculations bearing no relationship
to real costs and therefore resulting in flagrant commercial undercutting)
etc. fn addition to these restrictive practices, a number of countries have
adopted legislation drastically curtailing and in some cases completely
eliminating normal c ompetition.

For the sake of completeness, it should be pointecr out that h,ages and

costs in western Europe, by comparison with those in the rest of the world,
by their very nature work to the disadvantage of western European shipowners
and thus add to the pressure of competition from outside the Community.

22. In vie'tr of the structural overcapacity in the world fleet and t.he

frequent failurre of freight rates to cover costs, it is scarcely surprising
that most Western European shipping companies are no longer able to cope
with the relentless and aggressive competition from certain other fleets.
With the exception of a steadily dwindling number of shipping companies
which for the time being are still managing to weather the storm, the
majority of owners are faced with the painful choice of either closing
their businesses, (temporarily) operating at a loss, or sailing under the
flags of countries where financial and fiscal burdens are smaller.

23. In the face of this dilemma, it is easy to understand why shipping
companies have been turning to their governments for aid. For example,
the Koninkl:jke Nederlandse Redersvereniging (rcwv) has pr.rblished a blue-
print asking for an increase in state assistance for the purchasing of sea-
going vessel-s. In April L978, the Verband Deutscher Reeder asked for
additional financial aid, inter alia in the form of short-term loans, in
order to meet an acute liquidity crisis resulting from ftuctuations between
the German Mark and the do1lar. In Belgium the National Shipowners
Asseiation recently drew up and submitted to the Government an emergency
plan pressing for state intervention as a matter of urgency. According to
the chairmarr of the 'Comit6 central des armateurs de France' (c.C.A.F.) the

1 ,"" in thjs connection the orar question put by Mr Nyborg on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats to the Council on shipping
(Doc. 473/77)

2 IIh" systematic application of these trade policy arrangements e)q)Iains to
a large extent why almost three quarters of trade between the Community
and the Soviet Union takes place on board Russian ships
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debts of French shiporlners amount to FF 12,000 million, i.e. they are the
same as the turnover recorded by these shipor.rners in 19771. Ttre above

examples represent just a few of the many cries of alarm and requests for
help reported in the newspapers in recent, months.

24. Thus, most governments have provided financial assistance for shipowners.
It would certainly be very interesting to have precise figures on the amount

of state aid granted to shipping companies by central governments in the
Member States in recent years. Although such figures are not available,
there can be no doubt that the total amount must be very high. In this
connection ihe draftsman would rreke the same conment, mutatis mutandis, as
he made in connection with aid to shipyards, i.e. atthough financial aid
represents an emergency solution, it is virtually essential, in view of the
seriousness of the crisis, as a measure to prevent the decline of shipping
companies in the Community. Ho$rever, in his view financial assistance from
the state should on no account be allol.red to result in disguised discrimina-
tory protectionism.

In this connection, the Council laid down in Article 8 of its Directive
of 4 April 1978 on aid to shipbuilding thatr 'Aid granted to shipowners in
a Member State for the purchase of ships shall not discriminate against the
shipyards of other Member States'2. Ihe last recital of this Directive
reads as foilovus: 'Whereas measures in favour of national shipor.rners should
under no circumstances discriminate against shipyards of other Member States'.

At that time, the Commission made the fol-lovring e:<planatory comments

on the passage in question: 'As far as certain aids limited directly to
the purchase of ships by shiporrrners are concerned, checks are to be made

after the assistance has been granted to prevent Member States using it to
encourage the placing of orders with national yards only. This would not
only create discrimination among shipbuilders but restrict the shipowners'
freedom to order ships where they find the most favourable economic terms'.3

25. Ihe draftsman of the opinion agrees with this view. However, he would
consider it logical for the government of a Member State to make the gran-
ting of substantial financial aid to shipowners for the purchase of sea-
going vessels conditional upon the ships being built

1 Le l,lorrde, 2a.4.Lg7a
2 o, *o. L 98, 11.4. 1978, p. 19
3 ,* . 3gL/77, p.2, paragraph r.3.3.
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in Conununity yards. It would be completely senseless for
a country to give financial suPport to its shipyards and its shiporners if
the ratter were to prace their orders in another country which corrected theprofits' This rather dericate probtem must crearry be investigated carefurly
before community provisions can be adopted. your draftsman wourd ttlerefore
ask the commi ssion to make a detaired study of the subject in consurtation
with represer.tatives of the business circles concerned.

B. T_g_pfge9!!_g9ggg!tge!19!_3li__i!c impricariolg_fgr rhe commu!t!y-l_t93
!relsegr!_pgl_i9y

26' rn view of the crisis in the sea transport sector and the importance of
that sector in conmunity affairs, it is extremery regrettabre that the
community has stilr not succeeded in deveroping a coherent sea transport
policy, not to mention implementing such a pol_icy. rt is novr almost 2l years
since the French Government, on 8 December 1975, submitted to the council of
Ivlinisters of Transport a memorandum_advocating the deveropment of community
policy guidelinee for sea transportl. Thig deunent has stitl not res.rted
in any legislati'ze action in the Community.

The forrr:r'ri-ng passage from the communication from the commission to the
councir on 'priority business for a councir working programme to r9g0, is
relevant to the community's shipping policy2: ,in shippinq the examination
already underway between Member states and the commission, designed to pin-
point the fierds where community action is catred for, should be pushed ahead.
The priority r-651" in hand are: problems arising for riner trades o,ver the
code of conduct and flag discrimination, definition of competition rures in
sea transPortn the impact of Eastern bloc activities, substandard ships and
mutual acceptance of seafarers' qualifications, together with effective means
of influence i:r international organizations, such as fMCO,.

since drawing up the communication, the commission has submitted a pro-
posal to the council on the united Nations convention on a code of conduct
for liner conferences (in this connection see the abovementioned report by
Mr McDonald (ooc. 47/79)r, a draft councir decision concerning the
activities of certain state-trading countries in cargo riner shipping
(Doc' coM(78) 145 finar of 6.4.Lg78). and a conununication on marine portutionarising from t.he carriage of oil (,,Amoco Cadiz,,)(Doc. COM(7g) 1g4 finaL of
27 .4.1978) .

I 
"f. 

pr"ss rerease of the councir meeting of 10 and rr Decehber 1975
(PE 43. rs6)

2 co*(lll 596 final, 24.1L.L977, distributed in the form of a notice to
members (PE 5I.963), paragraph 15, p.6
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In a resolution tabled by !{r Nyborg on behalf of the Conunittee on

Regional Policy, Regional nlanning and lYansport (Doc. 8L/781, parliament
welcomed the principles contained in the draft decision concerning the
activities of certain state-trading countries as a first step towards the
meaEures it advocates. Your Conunittee intends in due course to draw up a

detailed opinion on the proposed measuresr. The same applies to the
Conununication on marine pollutj.on, where yorrConunittee agreed in principle
with the Commission's proposals in its interim report drawn up by lJord Bruce
of Donington (PE 53.768) but reserving itself the right to produce a more

considered opinion after the public hearing it is intended to organise on

20, 2I and 22 June 1978 in Paris on the most effective means of pregenting
accidents to shipping in Conrrrunity waters, and the avoidance of consequential
marine and coastal pollution.

27. Even if both proposals are adopted at the next Council meeting, schedrrled

for L2 June 1978, a Community shipping policy will still be far fronr reality.
Until srrch time as an overall 'maritime concept' is developed, isolated
measurea will onLy be of relative value.

It is obvious, in view of the importance of sea transport for indepen-
dence, the Community's external trade, essential supplies of raw materials,
the balances of payments of the Mehber States, and employment opportunities,
that a Conmunity sea transport policy is urgently necessary.

2A. In its conmunication, the Commission stresses the importance of the
Community fleet and the interdependence between sea transport policy and

shipbuilding policy. The Cmrmittee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and

Transport can wholeheartedly endorse the general argumentE put forward on

this matter.

29. Among the measures to be taken with a view to reorganizing the ship-
building industry, the commission lays particular stress on activities aimed

at stimulating hemand by reducing the present surplus capacity.

In practical terms, this means that the Cqnnriseion is coneidering working
out mininum standards with a view to protecting the environment and improving
safety. It hopes that these prorrisions lri1l help to sustain the shipyards
or provide more work for them since Iogically a number of ships which do not
meet these minimum standards r.rilI have to be withdrawrr from service and at
least partially replaced, while others will have to be converted.
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Although the comrnittee on Regional Policy, Regionai planning and Transpcrt
can endorse these measures in principlel, it reserves the right to submit a
more detailed opinion at a later date since.it does no-- wish to anticipate
the conclusions of the public hearing it plans to hotd in,rune 1978 on t-he
preventicn of shipning accidents, with which the above two factors are of
c our se c loseJ.y c onnec ted.

30- fhe draft decision setting up a shipbuilding committee may be approved
without reservation. A thorough knowredge of the facts of the situaticn is
obviously an essential prerequisite for well-considered decisions, and one of
the major tasks of the committee wilr be the permanent monitoring of the ship-
building market.

V. CONCLUSI.ONS

3I' Belng oeeply concerned at the subetantial overcapacity in the ship-
building inoustry and the considerable surplus tonnage, with the resulting
severe repercussions on sea transport freight rates, the committee on
Regional Poricy. Regional Planning and Transport welcomes the commission,s
action in drawing up an overall pran for the reorganization of the ship-
buirding industry in which emphasis is praced on social and regionar aspects.
HQM',ever, it i:egrets that a number of important aspects of the reorganization
prograrune are nct deart with in sufficient detair. rtris appries in par_
ticular to the rore and contribution of the ERDF. The measures rerating to
sea transporc policy unfortunately still suffer from the lack of a basic
plan; isorat.ed provisions, however constructive they might be, are no
substitute for such a plan-

32. I?re Comrrrittee on Regional policy, Regional planning and Transport would
therefore ask the committee on Economic and. Monetary Affairs to take par-
ticular account of the fotlowing suggestions when drawipg up its motion for
a resolution:

- as regards reqional implications, the commission shourd draw up a more
detailed financial anarysis without delay and submit proposars for practical
measures to the council on the basis of this anatysis since it is crear
that the cr isis in the shipbuirding industry affects regions atready
suffering rrultiple disadvantag'es. Therefore it is essential that the
Regional FunC allocations and, in particular, the propr>sed ,,hors_quota,,
section of the fund, take fully into account the devel.pments in the
shipbuilding iniustry;

The abovemerrtioned report by r'{r Seefeld on sea transport problems in thecommunity (r,oc. 5/77) arso draws attention to the delirabirity of jointaction to p'event marine pollution and to improve safety at sea
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as regards sea transport it is essential
transport p1an, in which the measures no^,

be worked out as soon as possible.

for an overall Community sea

proposed can be integrated, to

as regards aid to shipowners it should be a condition that such aid
only can be given for ships built in the shipyards within the Community.
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ERDF No. Region Jobs
created Aid u. a. Investment

u. a.

IDEhIMARK

ffi-vztoool,/ooo3
17s/oL/2/oooL/ooo4
lte /oVz/ooo1looos
I

lTotal: 3 projects
l"*"
7to/oz/z/ooorloooI
I

ltt /oz/z/ooso/ooo4
I

lto/oz/z/ooo2 /0006
I

I

176/02/2/OOL7 /OOO2

77 /02/2/OOO2/OOOL

77 /02/2/Ooo2/OOO3

Total: 6 projects
FRANCE
7 5/ 03/ 2/ OoOs/oOO2

'7s/03/2/OOzs/OOO'

77 /03/2/OOL4/OOO9

Total: 3 projects,

Nord Jutland, Hirishals
Nord Jutland, Hirishals
Nord Jutland,
Fredikshavn

Flensburg (Schleswig-
Holstein), Flensburg
Kiel (Schleswig-
Holstein), KieI
Rendsburg-Eckenf.
( Schlesr.rig-HoI stein),
Rendsburg
Leer (Niedersachsen),
Leer
Emden (Niedersachsen),
Emden
A schendor f-HuemmI ing
(NiederEachsen),
Papenburg

I 1 1e-et-Villaine
(Bretagne), St-Malo
Guadeloupe (Dom),
Les Saintes I

vend6e (eays de Ia 
ILoire), Les Herbiers ]

176 / 05/ 2/ OOO5 /OOL2lNuoro ( Sardegna),
I I Tortoli
llt /os/z/ooo9,/ooo1i Livorno (Toscana),
I I Portoferrario (Elba)
177 /o5/2/o010.,/00151 Teramo (Abruzzi),
I I castilenti
lrot"t: 3 projectr-lt'l
IUK I:ts/os/z/ooLo/ooo4lcornwall (south west),

I renryn
76/09/2/ooI1,/ooo3l Dyfed (waIes), Burion

I t'litfora Haven
Total: 2 projectsl
TOTAL shipbuilding industry :

17 projects
Total industrial investment 1975-l-976-
1977 throuchout the Communitv:

1,603 projects
Total industrial and infrastru
investment 1975-1976-1977 throuqhout
the Cqnrnunitv:

4,748 projects

4A
32

100

7 44,853
7 46 ,667

1, 560, 0oo

I80

60

60

55

150

60

80

3,05I,520

L,366 , L2O

672, l3L

4,37L,5e5

3,591,530

4 ,612, 295

r, 366 ,667

465

61

I3

55

15,980,328

1,095,559

273,847

1,093,955

139

40

70

2A

2,453,261

1, 80I,600

2,148, Bo0

764,800

138

40

L20

715,200

297,600

264,7 99

4,

L,

160 1,562,399

L75,096

L,O82

L74,854

1,304,118 180

(Eetimate:
2.52 m u.a.

4527O5,t75

11,711,060,655

27,762,7O8

6,033,805,130

ANNEX I
ERDF Intervention in the shipbuildinq industrv in 1975, 1976, 1977
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ANNEX II
ERDF Intervention (L975/L976/L977 e:cept for last tranche) in fa*roiilil
industrial investment projects - regions with high shipbuitding concentrations

Region
Inveatment project,s

of more than 10 m u.a.l of lese than I0 m u.a TotaI

No.
of
Proi

No.
of

j obe

Amount
of invest.
m u.a.

No.
of

Proj

No.
of

jcbs

Amount
>f invesL.
m u.a.

No.
of

prol

No.
oI

jobs

Amount
of invesL.
m u.a.

IFEDERAL
Innprnr,rcE-
lennuarw

I*n*"rrtn
lgolstein
l"r"u".-
lsacnsen
["."."r,
l*o.",
l"**",ffi
luormandie
I

lBasse
lNormandie
I

Itilord-Pas-
ld. c.1"i=
I

Bretagne
Pays-de-
Ia Loire
Aquitanie
Provence-
COte
d'Azur
Total
ITAI,Y

Campania

Sic ilia
Total
I.INITED
KINGDOM

Northern
tlortu wesJ

l

Scotland 
]

lTotal 
I

GRAND IrorAl 
I

I 250 95. 63 25

L2

I

1,056

870

55

40.07

38. 19

). 10

26

12

I

1,305

470

65

135

38

2

70

19

IO

1

3

1

I

250

r,093
r50

l, 033

95 63

87.78

18.39

16. 90

38

2

5

I6
4

10

5

2

1, 99r

336

1,078

2,755
607

2,123
2,27O

93

80 35

6.47

2.7L

45.92

9.49

L5.32

17.98

0 92

39

2

5

I9
5

I1
5

2

2,241

336

1, O7B

3,948

757

3,155
2,27O

93

L75.99

6

2

133

27

32

L7

0

4't

7L

70

88

22

98

92

5 2,275 t23. 07 44

23

7

9,262

1,695

360

98.81

50.48
7.45

49

23

7

rr,538

L,695
360

221.88

50.48
7.85

I

7

6, 331

2,OL7

699.75

197 .23

30

52

L2

28

2,O55

4,708
705

4,5L7

58. 33

55. 43

14.80
47.12

30

60

L2

35

2,O55

11,039

705

6,534

58 33

755.18

14.80

244.35

15 8,348 896.98 92 g, 930 117.35 107 L8,278 1,014. 33

2L LO,A74 I,115.68 204 23,238 354. 85 22s 34, LL2 I,470. 53
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